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ABSTRACT

High-precision spectroscopy using Rydberg atoms

by

Kaitlin R. Moore

Chair: Georg Raithel

Using cold atoms, I probe the energy-level intervals between Rydberg states to high

spectroscopic precision. The focus of this work is to lay the groundwork for an up-

dated, highly-controlled measurement of the Rydberg constant using circular-state

Rydberg atoms, needed to resolve a recent conflict in proton-radius values that arose

in 2010 (the so-called ‘proton radius puzzle’). Toward this end, I have demonstrated a

fundamentally-new mechanism with which to drive atomic (Rydberg-Rydberg) tran-

sitions, utilizing an inelastic (state-changing) ponderomotive interaction. Until now,

the multipole-field interaction has been the sole mechanism on which spectroscopy of

atomic transitions has been based. In this work, the state-changing ponderomotive

interaction (‘ponderomotive spectroscopy’) is demonstrated by amplitude-modulating

an optical standing wave at a transition resonance of a Rydberg atom. At the core of

this new spectroscopic technique is the requirement that the light intensity must be

modulated in space within the atomic volume, and in time at the desired atomic tran-

sition frequency. A Rydberg atom in a modulated optical lattice is very well-suited

for a demonstration of this novel type of spectroscopy.

Magic-wavelength conditions of this interaction are also identified, as well as a

xviii



method to drive transitions at harmonics of the modulation. Both of these features

of ponderomotive spectroscopy will be utilized to simultaneously trap and probe Ryd-

berg atoms to perform the Rydberg constant measurement.

I also present a high-precision measurement of the quantum defect of a high-

angular-momentum state of rubidium, the atomic species that will be used in the

Rydberg constant measurement. The quantum defects of high-angular-momentum

states are needed to determine the effect of the rubidium core polarizability on the

Rydberg constant measurement, which is anticipated to be a leading uncertainty.

Finally, I present the background and design work for a measurement of the Ryd-

berg constant specifically tailored to help resolve the proton radius puzzle, thereby

completing the major preliminary work needed for the performance of that high-

precision measurement.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Precision spectroscopy is a well-established, powerful tool in science for charac-

terizing microscopic systems. Fields of science that use this tool range from precision

metrology [1] (development of frequency standards [2] and high-precision sensing,

such as gravitometry [3]) to trace analysis [4] and chemical sensing [5]. Characteriz-

ing and manipulating particles using light is also the foundation of modern fields such

as quantum optics [6], quantum computing [7, 8], and quantum information process-

ing [1, 9]. In order to push the boundaries of measurement science using spectroscopy,

scientists must meet the present-day challenge of exploring microscopic systems in en-

tirely novel ways or with ever-increasing precision. These are challenges I strive to

meet throughout this dissertation.

Within the past decade, one exciting result within the precision-measurement

community that has been said to “surprise” the physics world [10] has been the emer-

gence of conflicting measurements of the proton radius [11–13], which has stimulated

a flurry of experimental [14, 15] and theoretical [16–18] work. One possible cause

for the conflict is an inaccurate Rydberg constant, the value responsible for relating

atomic energy level intervals with spectral observations. My graduate work is cen-

tered around experimental efforts that lay the groundwork for a new, highly-controlled
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measurement of the Rydberg constant tailored to resolve the proton radius question,

with long-term plans to perform a future, advanced experiment in micro-gravity.

1.1.1 Thesis framework

This dissertation reports on three related topics of study that each perform pre-

cision spectroscopy using cold Rydberg atoms (atoms featuring a highly-excited elec-

tron). Together, these studies lay the groundwork for a future measurement of the

Rydberg constant. Throughout, I focus on driving difficult-to-access transitions be-

tween Rydberg states either as proof-of-principle demonstrations of novel phenomena

(Chapter III and Chapter IV) or for high-precision measurement (Chapter VII and

Chapter VIII).

In the remainder of Chapter I, I review atomic theory that is relevant across mul-

tiple studies in this dissertation. Theory that is relevant to only a single study is

reviewed in the corresponding chapter. In Chapter II, I describe the general schemes

of preparing and detecting cold Rydberg atoms common to all my experiments. In

Chapter III and Chapter IV, I outline a series of experiments I have performed to

demonstrate for the first time the novel phenomenon of driving an atomic state transi-

tion using the ponderomotive interaction, via an amplitude-modulated ponderomotive

optical lattice (called “ponderomotive spectroscopy”). This is a fundamentally-new

state-changing atom-field interaction, possessing specific advantages over the atom-

field interaction that has, until now, been traditionally used in spectroscopy. In

Chapter V, I report the results of a theoretical study analyzing the effects of atomic

center-of-mass motion in ponderomotive spectroscopy, using a semi-classical model.

I demonstrate that the ponderomotive-spectroscopy selection rules are more flexible

than theory based on stationary atoms would indicate. Overall, this work positions

ponderomotive spectroscopy to be used to both trap and probe Rydberg atoms in the

Rydberg constant measurement experiment.
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Next, I shift focus and present my design and implementation of a new ultra-high

vacuum-chamber system, as well as a subsequent precision-measurement experiment

performed in this system using microwaves (Chapter VI and Chapter VII). In this

experiment, I measure the quantum defect of a rubidium (Rb) Rydberg angular mo-

mentum state influenced solely by the core polarization interaction, with a precision

one order of magnitude higher than the most recent measurement [19]. When un-

certainty due to the ponderomotive trap is set aside, the core polarization quantum

defect is predicted to be the most dominant systematic uncertainty in the proposed

Rydberg constant measurement. Therefore, it is important to study this topic.

Finally, in Chapter VIII and Chapter IX, I present my design for the new ultra-

high vacuum-chamber system for the Rydberg constant measurement and the future

outlook of that project.

1.1.2 Rydberg atoms and precision spectroscopy

Rydberg atoms are well-suited for precision spectroscopy. In these atoms, the

valence electron is far-removed from the positive ionic core of the atom, making the

overall atom quite large (on the order of a micron). This property allows cold Rydberg

atoms to be trapped and manipulated in unique ways. For example, Rydberg atoms

may be trapped using the ponderomotive interaction (described in Section 1.4). This

enables micron-sized Rydberg atoms to be trapped using optical standing-wave lat-

tices (which also have a periodicity of about a micron), thereby keeping the Rydberg

atoms isolated and localized, properties that are ideal for precision measurements.

Additionally, as my graduate work has shown, the ponderomotive interaction may

also be used to drive Rydberg-Rydberg transitions. Use of this interaction enables

dipole selection rules to be entirely bypassed and thereby provides unprecedented

spectroscopic access to the probed atomic species. I describe this phenomenon in

Chapter III, Chapter IV, and Chapter V.
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Another property of Rydberg atoms favorable for precision spectroscopy is that

the energy intervals between Rydberg states are within the microwave/THz regime.

Continued advances in microwave synthesizer technology have resulted in extremely

accurate microwave outputs (a few parts in 1012) when the internal crystal oscillator

of a synthesizer is replaced by a commercially-available GPS-synchronized atomic

clock. I exploit this microwave-synthesizer instrument precision in Chapter VII and

Chapter VIII.

One other property of Rydberg atoms suitable for precision spectroscopy is that

Rydberg atoms may be prepared in so-called “circular” states. These are states in

which the electronic probability distribution of the valence electron forms a (node-line-

free) torus around the ionic core of the atom, and the atom resembles that of a classical

Bohr model. These circular states are insensitive to many issues that plague precision

measurement spectroscopy (e.g. they are free from strong perturbations due to electric

fields and effects from the nuclear and ionic-core overlap). These states are excellent

candidates for a high-precision measurement of the Rydberg constant independent

from effects of the proton size, as described in Section 1.2 and Chapter VIII.

1.2 Rydberg constant

The Rydberg constant is a value that relates the observed spectra of atomic lines

with atomic energy levels [20]. First introduced in 1890 by Johannes Rydberg, the

Rydberg constant R∞ was initially empirically deduced from measurements of atomic

spectral-line series. Rydberg deduced that the inverse-wavelength interval, 1/λ, be-

tween two atomic states of principal quantum numbers ni and nf is expressed by

1/λ = R∞

(
1

n2
i

− 1

n2
f

)
, (1.1)

otherwise known as the Rydberg formula. Modern-day conventions typically rewrite
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this expression in terms of frequency (ν = c/λ) or energy (W = hν) intervals between

atomic states, where c and h are the speed of light and Planck’s constant, respectively.

In 1913, Niels Bohr used his model of the atom to define the Rydberg constant

in terms of the charge (e) and mass (me) of the electron. Bohr modeled the atom

classically as a valence electron orbiting a core with uniform circular motion, and he

assumed quantized angular momentum [20], leading to the present-day definition of

the Rydberg constant

R∞ =
1

hc

k2Z2e4me

2~2
=
Z2e4me

8ε20h
3c

=
Z2α2mec

2~
, (1.2)

where k = 1/(4πε0) is the Coulomb constant (ε0 is the vacuum electric permittivity),

Z is the charge number of the atomic core (for hydrogen or alkali atoms, Z=1), ~ is

the reduced Planck’s constant (h/(2π)), and α is the fine-structure constant.

Here, R∞ indicates that it is assumed that the valence electron of the atom orbits

around a core of infinite mass. In realistic systems, the finite mass of the core mc

means that the core is slightly displaced in response to the action of the electron

(using Newton’s third law). Then, the central force between the two bodies may

be expressed as the product between the reduced mass µ and the center-of-mass

motion, where µ=memc/(me +mc). The reduced mass µ is an important correction

to include in present-day precision measurements using the Rydberg constant [21].

This correction is introduced by replacing me in Equation 1.2 with µ. The correction

is indicated via a new subscript for the Rydberg constant, typically indicating the

atomic species used in the calculation of µ. For example, for Rb, it is common to

write RRb.

1.2.1 Previous Rydberg-constant measurements

Over the years, Rydberg constant measurements have improved in precision. The

most recent value of the Rydberg constant, as reported in CODATA 2014 [22], is
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R∞ = 10973731.568508(65) m−1, which has a low relative uncertainty of 5.9× 10−12.

This value has been calculated via a least-squares regression comparing detailed the-

oretical predictions to experimental spectroscopic observations. The spectroscopic

observations have been compiled from twenty-five various frequency intervals mea-

sured using hydrogen isotopes. The measurements took place between 1979 and

2013, with relative uncertainties improving over that time period from 2 × 10−5 to

4×10−15, respectively. Each of these frequency-interval measurements either start or

end in a low-lying 1S1/2 or 2S1/2 state, which are strongly affected by the overlap of

the electron with the nucleus (detailed below).

On the other hand, a few spectroscopic efforts exist that do not appear in the

CODATA compilation but have aimed to measure the Rydberg constant utilizing

atomic states other than low-lying states of hydrogen. Three notable efforts include a

1993 proposal to measure the Rydberg constant with a relative uncertainty of <10−10

using circular-state lithium atoms [23], a 2001 measurement performed as part of a

doctoral dissertation that used millimeter-wave transitions between circular states of

hydrogen to obtain a relative uncertainty of 2 × 10−11 [21], and a 2014 proposal to

measure the Rydberg constant using transitions between Rydberg states in a single-

electron ion [24]. All of these efforts have aimed to measure the Rydberg constant

in a regime free from effects due to nuclear charge overlap, but the final results have

either not yet been attained or else possess a relative uncertainty at least one order

of magnitude higher than the currently-accepted Rydberg constant value.

1.2.2 Relation to the proton radius

The Rydberg constant has recently returned to the spotlight because of the proton

radius puzzle introduced in Section 1.1.

The current CODATA 2014 value for the proton radius is 0.8751(61) fm [22]. This

value has been compiled from results from electron-proton scattering experiments and
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standard hydrogen spectroscopy. However, in 2010, a spectroscopic measurement of

the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen (an atom formed from a proton and a muon)

first measured a significantly smaller proton radius [11], which was reproduced in

2013 with even lower uncertainty [12] and again re-adjusted in 2015 to be, at present,

0.84029(55) fm [22]. Overall, there is a discrepancy of about 5.7σ between the two

values.

A portion of the quantum-electrodynamic (QED) contributions to the Lamb shift(s)

of the energy intervals in a spectroscopic measurement depend on the root-mean

square (rms) charge radius of the nucleus. In the case of standard hydrogen, this is

the proton. Low-lying, especially S, states have a significant overlap of the electron

wavefunction with the nucleus. If the electron is “inside” the nucleus, the overall

charge it is exposed to is reduced, as is its binding energy [10]. This reduction in en-

ergy must be accounted for and is part of the QED theory that determines the Lamb

shift for each state (along with self-energy and vacuum polarization terms, etc.). In

standard hydrogen, this reduction in energy makes up 0.02% of the Lamb shift of the

1S state [10]. In muonic hydrogen on the other hand, the proton size has up to a

2% effect on the Lamb shift due to the tight orbit of the muon. In any hydrogen-like

atom, as the electron overlap with the nucleus is reduced (i.e. the electron is excited

to higher principal and angular-momentum quantum numbers), the portion of the

Lamb shift that is dependent on the proton or nuclear radius goes to zero.

Because both the determination of the Rydberg constant and the proton rms

charge radius are (at least in part) dependent on spectroscopic measurements of low-

lying states of hydrogen, the least-squares regression that determines their values

must consider both of these as simultaneous fit parameters. For example, it has

been pointed out that including the muonic-hydrogen proton-radius value into the

CODATA calculations would result in a Rydberg constant value that is shifted down

by over five standard deviations from the currently-accepted value [22] (assuming the
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correctness of QED).

Therefore, one way to resolve this proton radius puzzle is to perform a high-

precision measurement of the Rydberg constant independent from nuclear-charge-

radius effects, using precision spectroscopy of transitions between high-lying angular-

momentum Rydberg states. I have designed the experiment that will enable such

a measurement to be performed using circular-state Rydberg atoms, which will be

described in Chapter VIII.

1.3 Atomic properties relevant to precision Rydberg spec-

troscopy

The studies presented in this thesis utilize the alkali species Rb to generate Ryd-

berg atoms, which then take the form of a single valence electron orbiting an ionic

core that possesses a net charge of +1.

With a highly-excited valence electron, the Rydberg atom is large, and the Ryd-

berg electron is loosely bound to the ionic core of the atom. Because of this, Rydberg

atoms are sensitive to external stimuli, such as electric and magnetic fields. These

are summarized below in Subsection 1.3.2 and Subsection 1.3.3.

In Subsection 1.3.4, I describe the origin of the energy-level shift that arises from

the interaction of an atom with the oscillatory electric field of light. This energy-level

shift is a commonly-considered phenomenon in precision spectroscopy.

Finally, in Subsection 1.3.5, I describe a property common to alkali atoms and

important for Rydberg spectroscopy: the quantum defect. The quantum defect rep-

resents a correction to the Rydberg formula (Equation 1.1) to account for the depar-

ture of the structure of alkali atoms from the structure of hydrogen (on which the

Rydberg formula is based).
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1.3.1 Scaling laws

In this section, select properties of Rydberg atoms are derived and summarized.

Because the probability distribution function of the Rydberg electron is mostly far-

removed from the ionic core of the atom, it is conventional and adequate to use the

classical Bohr model to extract general scaling laws for Rydberg atoms [20].

First, I describe the scaling of the orbital radius of the Rydberg electron. Using

classical mechanics, Newton’s expression for the force on an object moving with uni-

form circular motion can be equated with the Coulomb force, obtaining mev
2/r =

kZe2/r2, where v is the tangential velocity of the orbiting electron and r is the orbital

radius. Using the Bohr condition for quantization of angular momentum mevr = n~,

the solution for r is

r ≈ n2~2

mekZe2
= n2a0, (1.3)

where a0 = 5.29× 10−11 m is the Bohr radius. Here, r scales as n2. In other words, a

ground-state hydrogen atom with radius r ≈ a0 increases in size up to r ≈ 100a0 at

just n=10.

This property of the atoms means that the valence electron is also weakly bound

to the core, with a Coulomb potential energy

Vc = −kZe
2

r
≈ −k Ze

2

n2a0

. (1.4)

Because of this weak binding, external fields have a stronger effect on Rydberg

atoms than on ground-state atoms, leading to forms of detection not available to

ground-state atoms. For example, Rydberg atoms may be ionized with electric fields

that are experimentally practical to produce (up to around 1 kV/cm). This can be

seen by examining the sensitivity of the Rydberg atom to DC electric fields, otherwise

known as the Stark effect. Here, I specifically examine the classical ionization limit.
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This limit is derived by assuming a static electric field Eẑ (ẑ is a unit vector in the

z-direction), with a potential VE = eEz. Then, along the z-direction,

V = Vc + VE = −kZe
2

|z|
+ eEz. (1.5)

The local maximum of this potential is found at z = −
√
kZe/E with an energy of

V = −2e
√
EkZe [20]. The classical ionization-field threshold is derived to be

Eclass =
(hcR∞)2

4kZe3n4
. (1.6)

Using a similar classical two-body model, the Kepler frequency of a circular-state

Rydberg atom is likewise derived to be

ν =
1

2π

1

n3

√
k
Ze2

mea3
0

. (1.7)

A few other relevant scaling laws are listed in Table 1.1 and derived in Refer-

ence [20].

Table 1.1: Rydberg-atom scaling laws.

Orbital radius n2

State energy n−2

Radiative lifetime (high-l) n5

Kepler frequency n−3

Separation between adjacent Rydberg levels n−3

Ionization electric field n−4

1.3.2 DC Stark shift and parabolic coordinates

The effect of external electric fields on electronic energy levels (DC Stark shift) is

a critical consideration in precision spectroscopy with Rydberg atoms. The DC Stark

shift arises when an external electric field is applied to an atom and perturbs the

Coulomb potential (Equation 1.4). Moving from classical into quantum mechanics
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and using degenerate perturbation theory for a hydrogen atom with states |n, l,m〉 (n

is the principal quantum number, l is the angular-momentum quantum number, and

m is the magnetic quantum number), it can be shown that the first-order correction

to the Coulombic energy levels due to an external electric field E applied along z (the

classical equivalent of which is displayed in Equation 1.5) is dependent on matrix

elements eE〈n′l′m′|r cos θ|nlm〉. As such, neglecting dipole-coupling to other n man-

ifolds (for small fields), it can be seen that n and m remain good descriptors as the

field lifts the degeneracy. However, the matrix elements indicate that in the presence

of a field, spherical symmetry is broken along the z-direction, and l is no longer a

good quantum number.

Instead, Stark states are the good quantum states in this system. As such,

parabolic coordinates are used to describe Stark states, rather than spherical co-

ordinates, because parabolic coordinates yield a separable wavefunction in the pres-

ence of an electric field. Parabolic coordinates refer to a set of coordinates that

describes a position in space using surfaces that are rotationally symmetric around

the z-axis, including two paraboloids sharing foci at the origin. As such, parabolic

quantum numbers are quantum numbers for which n and m both represent the same

idea as in spherical coordinates; principal and azimuthal (magnetic) quantum num-

bers, respectively. However, because the two paraboloids used to describe the set

of spatial coordinates may have differing curvatures, two quantum numbers n1 and

n2 are required to replace the single angular momentum quantum number l found

in spherically-symmetric systems. The model is not overparametrized because of the

relation n = n1 +n2 + |m|+1. Using perturbation theory on zero-field wavefunctions

expressed in these parabolic coordinates, the first- and second-order Stark shift VS

(in a.u.) is given by the sum [20]

VS =
3En

2
(n1 − n2)−

E2

16
n4[17n2 − 3(n1 − n2)

2 − 9m2 + 19]. (1.8)
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This expression is noteworthy because in circular Rydberg states, which have n1 =

n2 = 0, the first-order Stark shift is zero. In Chapter VIII, this characteristic of

circular states (and nearby Stark states that also possess n1 =n2) is exploited in the

proposed design for the precision measurement of the Rydberg constant.

1.3.3 Zeeman shift and other magnetic-field interactions

For a precision measurement, as well as for cold-atom preparation, atom interac-

tion with magnetic fields must also be considered. Atoms with the quantization axis

along an external magnetic field Bẑ display energy splittings in their spectra due to

magnetic sublevels, well-known as the first-order Zeeman effect VZ . In the regime in

which the energy shift due to the field is much less than the fine-structure interval

of the atomic system (which goes as 1/n3), the quantum number j representing total

angular momentum remains a “good” quantum number [25], and

VZ = µBgjBmj. (1.9)

Here, µB = e~/2m is the Bohr magneton, gj is the Landé-g factor, and mj is a

magnetic sublevel |mj| = 0, 1, . . . j.

In a regime in which the energy shift due to B is much greater than the fine-

structure interval of the atomic system (called the strong-field, or Paschen-Back,

regime), total angular momentum is no longer conserved, and l, s,ml,ms become good

quantum numbers. Among my studies, spectroscopy in the Paschen-Back regime is

relevant in Chapter VIII.

Additionally, the first-order Zeeman effect is exploited in the cooling and trapping

mechanism common to all experiments, presented in Chapter II.
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1.3.4 Light shift

In this section, I will outline the origins of the light shift (known as the AC

Stark shift) and describe its impact on the precision spectroscopy performed in this

dissertation.

In spectroscopy, interaction with a light field typically causes a shift in the energy

level of an atom. Light fields include those used for trapping as well as those used

for probing an atomic transition. One of the optical forces used for trapping, the

dipole force, is a direct consequence of the light shift and will be explained further in

Subsection 1.4.2.

In a two-level atom (the “Rabi” problem [26]), the oscillating electric field of a

light beam leads to dipole coupling between the two states |i〉 and |f〉. The coupling

is described by a term known as the Rabi frequency, which describes the rate at

which the probability of being in the excited state oscillates between its maximum

and minimum value. Such a probability is determined not only by the amplitude of

the light field, but also the detuning of the field frequency from the resonance energy

~ω0 between states.

For example, if a monochromatic light field with angular frequency ωL is assumed

to be propagating in the z-direction, E(r, t) = E0ε̂ cos(kz − ωLt), then the detuning

is defined as δ = ωL − ω0. In the interaction picture, the effective Rabi frequency

is χ ≡
√
χ2

0 + δ2, where χ0 ≡ −eE0ε̂ · 〈f |r̂|i〉/~ is the Rabi frequency on-resonance.

Using a rotating-frame transformation to eliminate rapidly oscillating frequencies in

the problem [26], state |i〉 is assigned an unperturbed energy Wi = 0, state |f〉

is assigned an unperturbed energy Wf = −~δ, and the coupling between states is

described by χ~/2 (note these have been corrected from an error in Reference [26]).

This problem can easily be written as a 2 × 2 matrix and diagonalized to find the

“true” eigenenergies of the two states. The results yield
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Wf,i =
~
2
(−δ ∓ χ). (1.10)

For χ0 � |δ|, the shifts on the unperturbed level energies can be approximated

from Equation 1.10 in a more familiar (first-order) form as

VL;f,i = ∓~χ2
0

4δ
= −αE

2
0

4
. (1.11)

Here, α ≡ −〈f |r|i〉2/(δ~) is otherwise called the dynamic polarizability [27] of the

state and becomes an important parameter in optical trapping. For example, a

ground-state atom (state |i〉) in a far-red-detuned light trap would have a positive

polarizability and experience a negative energy shift. Trapping involving this mech-

anism will be discussed further in Section 1.4. Overall, these light shifts must be

minimized and accounted for in any precision measurement, unless a special condi-

tion is found such that the overall light shift is zero for a specific transition (or, in

some cases, even for individual levels). This special condition is commonly referred

to as a “magic-wavelength” condition. I explore this concept further in Chapter IV.

1.3.5 Quantum defects

The work in this dissertation is performed with the alkali metal Rb. In order to

compare spectroscopy results from alkali atoms with models developed for hydrogen,

the difference in structure between the two species must be evaluated. The primary

difference is the presence of a finite-sized core in alkali atoms, which for Rb consists of

the nucleus and thirty-six electrons. This difference is called the “quantum defect”.

The quantum defect arises from two separate interactions between the valence

electron and the finite-sized core: a penetration interaction and a polarization inter-

action. In the penetration interaction, the valence electron penetrates into the core.

As a result, the electron is less shielded from the nuclear charge and exposed to a
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deeper Coulomb potential (Equation 1.4). This deeper Coulomb potential depresses

the energy of the hydrogenic state of the electron.

In the polarization interaction, on the other hand, the valence electron induces

multipole moments in the ionic core [20]. The polarization interaction between the

Rydberg electron and the ionic core likewise depresses the energy of the alkali Rydberg

state.

To calculate the expected frequency of a transition between alkali-atom states,

the non-integer quantum-defect values are determined empirically and inserted into

the hydrogenic Rydberg formula as a correction on the principal quantum number.

This correction yields

νni,nf
= RRbc

(
1

(ni − δi)2
− 1

(nf − δf )2

)
(1.12)

as an expression for the transition frequency interval νni,nf
between two states ni and

nf . Here, δi and δf represent the corresponding quantum defects. To obtain good

fits to spectroscopic data, δ must itself often be expanded as a nonlinear function of

n. This function is called the Ritz expansion δ = δ0 + δ2
(n−δ0)2

+ . . . , which is then

inserted for δ in Equation 1.12.

The exact shape of the probability distribution function of the Rydberg elec-

tron determines the amount of overlap of the electron with the core, especially for

low-angular-momentum states. Therefore, δ is naturally a function of the quantum

numbers l and j, along with n. In Rb, for angular momentum states above l = 3 (the

F state), the contribution to δ from core penetration approaches zero, and the quan-

tum defect may be expressed solely in terms of the polarization interaction [19, 28].

In this case, it is common to expand the interaction in terms of contributions from

different multipole moments induced in the core, i.e.

δnln
−3 =

αd

2
〈1/r4〉nl +

αq

2
〈1/r6〉nl + . . . . (1.13)
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Here, δnln
−3 is an energy shift (in a.u.), αd and αq represent the dipolar and quadrupo-

lar static core polarizabilities, respectively, and the 〈1/rx〉nl terms are spatial powers

averaged over state nl [29].

These concepts will be especially important in Chapter VII and Chapter VIII.

1.4 Rydberg atoms in a ponderomotive potential

As mentioned in Section 1.1, Rydberg atoms trapped in ponderomotive potentials

are isolated and well-localized, which is ideal for precision measurements [30, 31], as

well as quantum computing applications [1, 7–9]. A portion of my dissertation work

expands on previous work that uses a fixed, standing-wave optical field to confine

Rydberg atoms using the ponderomotive potential. My work describes the results of

dynamically modulating the amplitude of that ponderomotive optical standing wave

to demonstrate a novel inelastic atom-light interaction that will be used in a future

Rydberg constant measurement.

1.4.1 Previous work trapping Rydberg atoms

Previous work on Rydberg-atom trapping has been done with static fields (elec-

tric [32–34] and magnetic [35, 36]) and optical fields [27, 37–41]. For example, electric-

field trapping makes use of the large dipole moment of the Rydberg atom, which

arises due to the large separation of the valence electron from the ionic core. In

terms of quantized states, the dipole moment arises from the first-order Stark effect

(the first term in Equation 1.8). Three-dimensional trapping using electric fields is

accomplished via electrodes generating a quadrupole field configuration with a field-

amplitude minimum at the center [34]. Rydberg atoms with a positive Stark shift are

attracted to the locations of these field minima. Likewise, magnetic-field trapping of

Rydberg atoms has also been demonstrated, using strong fields to interact with the

Rydberg electron [35].
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However, while electric- and magnetic-field traps are one way to confine cold Ryd-

berg atoms, they are not conducive to precision spectroscopy of the energy intervals

between unperturbed Rydberg states, the primary interest of this thesis, because they

rely on large nonzero fields (which may also be nonzero at field minima) to function as

intended. These nonzero fields can induce shifts in the transition frequency between

two Rydberg states, which is undesirable when performing a precision measurement

of the unperturbed (unshifted) frequency.

Instead, for multiple experiments presented in this dissertation, I rely on an optical

Rydberg-atom trap, generated from an optical standing wave. While optical traps

may also induce unwanted light shifts in a precision measurement, one technique to

mitigate such shifts is to use the magic-wavelength conditions that I demonstrate in

Chapter IV.

Below I describe Rydberg trapping using optical standing waves.

1.4.2 Fixed ponderomotive traps

Optical-lattice traps for both Rydberg-state atoms and ground-state atoms utilize

the intensity gradients in optical standing waves to generate a trapping potential

for the atoms. However, the atom-field interaction that leads to this potential is

fundamentally different for the two atomic states.

For ground-state atoms, the restoring force is a consequence of the interaction

of the electric dipole moment of the atomic state with the electric field E(r, t) of

the light, otherwise called the dipole force. As discussed in Subsection 1.3.4, this

interaction results in a light shift, or added potential, on an unperturbed atomic

level, via Equation 1.11. In a lattice trap, composed of a standing-wave beam, this

potential is a function of position. The negative gradient of this potential produces a

force on the atom. For example, in Rb, a trap formed from a Nd:YAG (1064 nm) laser

is far-red-detuned from the transition between the ground state and the next excited
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state. As a result, the ground-state polarizability is positive, and ground-state atoms

are attracted to lattice intensity maxima. Furthermore, these lattices depend on the

polarization of the light.

Rydberg atoms, on the other hand, are trapped via the ponderomotive force, a

conservative force arising from the ponderomotive potential, which is fundamentally

different from the dipole interaction that traps ground-state atoms. In a Rydberg

atom, the loosely-bound valence electron can be considered quasi-free. The pondero-

motive potential arises as a consequence of the quivering motion of the quasi-free

electron in the applied light field. The quivering motion of this electron occurs at the

frequency of the light wave (1015 Hz), which is so quick compared to other frequencies

of the atom (e.g. the Kepler frequency due to the electronic state and the center-of-

mass motion) that it may be adiabatically separated from these. For example, the

Kepler frequency of a n=50 circular state (Equation 1.7) is ∼ 5× 1010 Hz. Likewise,

in lattices in the experiments presented in this dissertation, the maximum energy

of the center-of-mass motion of the atom is on the order of 10 kHz. The adiabatic

separation of these motional scales is called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

After performing this separation, the problem simplifies to the interaction between

the light-wave and a free electron, the solution of which is given by Volkov states [42]

with eigenenergies V = (~2k2
e)/(2me) + VP , where the free-electron ponderomotive

potential VP is given by

VP =
e2E2

0

4meω2
L

. (1.14)

Here, ~ke is the momentum of the electron.

The increase in energy due to the quiver motion of the electron acts as a correction

on top of other energy values in the system. For example, as long as the energy levels of

the Rydberg atom are well-separated (which can be achieved by applying appropriate

electric and magnetic fields to induce state separation [37] or in states with a large
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quantum defect, e.g., nS-states), the quiver energy acts as a perturbation on top

of the Coulombic states and any shifts thereon due to DC electric and magnetic

fields. In other words, the effect of the optical field on the Rydberg atom can be

accounted for by adding the position-dependent ponderomotive potential VP onto the

Rydberg electron’s Hamiltonian. If the effect of the optical field cannot be treated as

a perturbation, then state-mixing is induced [37].

Because the ponderomotive potential is position-dependent (with coordinate R)

and the Rydberg electronic wavefunction has a large spatial extent with respect to

the lattice period, the true potential Vad(R) experienced by the electron is given by

the spatial average of VP over the electronic wavefunction ψ(r) [39],

Vad(R) =

∫
d3rVP (r + R)|ψ(r)|2. (1.15)

Therefore, for nondegenerate Rydberg states in a (one-dimensional) ponderomotive

lattice, the energy shift of the unperturbed states depends on both the center-of-mass

location R of the atom and the shape of its wavefunction. These concepts will be

relevant in Chapter III, Chapter IV, and Chapter V.

As can be deduced from Equation 1.15, Vad → VP as the size of the atom gets

smaller relative to the lattice period. This means that for low n, the overall shift

on the unperturbed Rydberg energy levels is positive, and the effective polarizability

αP (derived by comparing with Equation 1.11) is negative. This is the opposite from

that of ground-state atoms, indicating that low-n Rydberg atoms are attracted to

locations of intensity minima in a ponderomotive lattice. This necessitates the use of

a special phase-shifting technique to achieve efficient trapping [27] (see Section 3.1).

However, it has been shown (and re-affirmed in this work) that at specific values

of n, the polarizability of the trap-induced shift is reversed and Rydberg atoms are

attracted to locations of intensity maxima. The oscillatory nature of αP as a function

of n means that there are specific principal quantum numbers for which the trap-
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induced shifts are approximately equal. This property is exploited to demonstrate

magic-wavelength conditions for these traps in Chapter IV.

1.4.3 Amplitude-modulated ponderomotive traps

In Appendix A, I do a more detailed derivation starting from the atom-field Hamil-

tonian to demonstrate that the introduction of dynamic amplitude modulation (a

blinking lattice) is expected to energetically couple Rydberg states and induce an

electronic transition. This phenomenon was first predicted theoretically in 2007 [43].

My work demonstrates the phenomenon for the first time experimentally (Chapter III

and Chapter IV) and also builds on the theory (Chapter V). I demonstrate the phe-

nomenon by dynamically modulating the amplitude of a ponderomotive optical lat-

tice trap containing Rydberg atoms. I observe spectral peaks when the modulation

is performed at a microwave frequency resonant with electronic energy intervals of

the Rydberg atoms. Because this spectroscopy is fundamentally different from the

usual dipole-field interaction, it allows the observation of strongly-dipole-forbidden

transitions.

Amplitude-modulated ponderomotive traps can be used to simultaneously trap

and perform precision spectroscopy on Rydberg atoms, with the promise of appli-

cations far beyond those proposed in Chapter III. For instance, by addressing only

those Rydberg atoms in the trap, other nearby Rydberg atoms are filtered out of the

interaction with a spatial resolution not attainable even using focused microwaves.

Such a scheme could be used, for example, to streamline quantum gate operations

(described at the end of Chapter III).

Furthermore, using this technique, the extremely-high precision of a microwave

synthesizer (< 1 Hz) is retained, similar to Raman spectroscopy. “Ponderomotive”

spectroscopy, however, is fundamentally different from Raman spectroscopy, as ex-

plained in Chapter III. One advantage of this difference is that in ponderomotive spec-
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troscopy, transitions are driven as a first-order perturbation. Raman spectroscopy,

on the other hand, is the result of a second-order process, thereby potentially requir-

ing higher optical power to drive a transition. This makes Raman spectroscopy a

comparatively less ideal scheme for precision spectroscopy due to potentially greater

light shifts. For this reason, an amplitude-modulated ponderomotive lattice will be

employed to perform the precision measurement of the Rydberg constant (see Chap-

ter VIII).

Finally, it is important to note that these amplitude-modulated lattices are not

restricted to Rydberg atoms. Available light-modulation technology has made the

proof-of-principle demonstration using Rydberg atoms the logical choice. However,

other particle-standing-wave configurations can be envisioned if the particle satisfies

the following two primary conditions of ponderomotive spectroscopy: (1) the elec-

tronic distribution extends over a nonlinear intensity gradient of the standing wave

and (2) the standing-wave amplitude is dynamically modulated at a frequency reso-

nant with an energy interval of the particle. We have only scratched the surface!
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CHAPTER II

Experimental Techniques

The work in this dissertation lays the groundwork for a precision measurement of

the Rydberg constant using cold, circular-state Rydberg atoms trapped in an optical

lattice. In this chapter, I describe the experimental processes common throughout

the dissertation to prepare and detect samples of cold Rydberg atoms. I first re-

view the basics of ground-state atom trapping in magneto-optical traps (MOTs). I

then describe the lasers used to optically excite Rydberg atoms from these cold-atom

samples, which vary between experiments. The last item I discuss in this chapter is

the procedure used to detect Rydberg atoms. The remaining step, probing Rydberg-

Rydberg transitions, is unique to each experiment and so will be described in the

corresponding experiment chapters.

2.1 Laser cooling and trapping of ground-state atoms

In 1997, Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, and Bill Phillips were jointly

awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for developing methods to cool and trap atoms

using laser light. Laser-cooling methods have opened up a new world of study in

quantum physics and have become a workhorse of the field. In an experiment, atoms

are often produced as vapors at room temperature (300 K) or hotter with the veloci-

ties of the constituent atoms following a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. By slowing
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(“cooling”) atoms down to temperatures a fraction of a degree above absolute zero

and confining them, scientists gain advantages over using hot atoms. For example,

scientists may probe a cold atomic sample at high density to observe exotic states

of matter, such as Bose-Einstein condensates. Relevant to my work, scientists may

also probe cold-atom samples for long interaction times and in the absence of mo-

tional effects (such as Doppler broadening), leading to narrow spectral lines ideal for

precision measurements.

Two main types of interactions are used in ground-state laser cooling and trapping:

the scattering force and the dipole force. The dipole force has already been introduced

in Section 1.4 as a conservative force resulting from a light gradient interacting with

an atomic dipole. On the other hand, the scattering force is a dissipative force

that uses radiation pressure to alter the momentum of atoms. Atoms absorb light

with momentum in a specific direction and re-radiate light in a random direction via

spontaneous emission, thereby receiving a net change in momentum in the direction

of the absorbed light over many cycles. Atoms are cooled using light that is red-

detuned with respect to an atomic resonance between a lower (i.e. ground) state and

an upper state, called the cooling transition. To avoid population loss or the need

for multiple lasers, it is ideal to use a cooling transition that is as close to a closed

two-level system as possible (see Subsection 2.1.1).

Adapted from Reference [26], the Doppler-cooling scattering force on an atom

(due to absorption of light followed by spontaneous emission) can be expressed as

F =
~kγ
2

I/Is
1 + I/Is + (2δ/γ)2

, (2.1)

where k is the wavevector of the interacting laser, γ is the spontaneous decay rate of

the upper state in the cooling transition, I is the intensity of the laser at the location

of the atoms, Is is the saturation intensity of the cooling transition, and δ is the laser
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detuning from the transition resonance in the atomic rest frame (δ = δ0−k ·v, where

δ0 is the detuning for a zero-velocity atom and v is the center-of-mass velocity of the

atom). This expression can be used to estimate, for example, the fraction of atoms

with an initially-hot velocity distribution that will be slowed down within some trap

capture region.

2.1.1 Magneto-optical traps

One type of trap that uses the scattering force to both cool and confine atoms is

the magneto-optical trap (MOT).

me= -1

me= 0

me= +1

mg= 0
Position

ωL

δ

Energy

σ- beamσ+ beam

Figure 2.1: MOT energy level diagram for a Jg = 0 → Je = 1 transition. The
position-dependent gradient of the magnetic field causes different excited-state mag-
netic sublevels (me) to shift into resonance with red-detuned lasers (red arrows). The
σ+/σ− polarizations of the laser beams are indicated. Atoms are driven toward the
trap center via the net scattering force.

To generate a strong MOT, both magnetic-field gradients and laser properties

must be controlled. For the 85Rb isotope used in each of my experiments, the cycling

(cooling) transition occurs via the |5S1/2〉 → |5P3/2〉 line at 780 nm. In order to

separate degeneratemF sublevels as a function of position, a magnetic-field gradient is

applied to split the magnetic sublevels via the Zeeman effect (Equation 1.9), as shown
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in Figure 2.1 for the simplified case of a Jg = 0 → Je = 1 transition. Typical gradients

are 10-20 Gauss/cm at the center of the trap region in a three-dimensional quadrupole

configuration [26]. This configuration is achieved by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils.

Anti-Helmholtz coils refer to a magnetic coil pair in which the coils have opposing

current directions. The ideal separation for a pair of coils is a separation on the order

of the radius of the coils, which yields a maximum gradient [44].

In a pair of ideally-separated coils, the field gradient scales as I0N/R
2, where I0 is

the current, N is the number of coil windings, and R is the average coil radius, which

is fixed by the geometry of the vacuum system. Power consumption per coil is given

by P = 2πRρNI2
0/A, where A is the cross-sectional area of an individual wire in the

coil [44] and ρ is the resistivity of the magnet wire at the appropriate temperature.

To design the anti-Helmholtz coils presented in Chapter VI and Chapter VIII, I

utilized numerical simulations of the Biot-Savart law to determine coil parameters.

My design process is as follows: (1) Restrict R and coil cross-section (≈ NAf , where

f ≈ 0.6 − 0.8 is a packing fraction) to available geometry (for example, the project

described in Chapter VIII uses elliptical coils); (2) While keeping the field gradient

fixed and restricting A to commercially-available diameters of magnet wire, find values

of both P and N that limit P to values below a desired heat-dissipation level, and

limit N based on available coil-winding techniques (typically N ≈ 50).

In addition to the magnetic-field gradient, it is important to set properties of the

cooling laser(s) to optimal values. These properties include polarization, detuning and

optical power. As shown in Figure 2.1, cooling and trapping occur simultaneously in a

one-dimensional MOT via atom interaction with two counterpropagating, circularly-

polarized laser beams. Using circularly-polarized light, atoms are optically pumped

to a |F =3,mF =±3〉 → |F ′=4,mF ′ =±4〉 transition with a saturation intensity Is of

1.7 mW/cm2 [45]. In order to provide a dissipative effect, as well as a restoring force,

the light is further red-detuned from the cycling resonance by a few MHz. As shown in
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Figure 2.1, due to this red-detuning and circular polarization, the atom preferentially

absorbs light propagating in a direction opposite to its displacement from the trap

center, thereby receiving a net force directed toward the center of the trap. This

scheme can be extended to three dimensions by including additional beams.

Depending on the linewidth and detuning of the laser, a small number of atoms is

also excited to a F ′ = 3 state and spontaneously decays to the F = 2 hyperfine ground

state. Consequently, a second laser frequency is required to be on-resonant with the

|F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 transition to “repump” this population back into the cooling

transition. The difference between Rb cycling- and repumper-transition frequencies

is about 2.9 GHz (plus any red-detuning).

The light sources used for these cycling and repumper beams are homebuilt exter-

nal cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) (output about 30 mW) [46]. These lasers rely on a

single-mode laser diode situated in a tunable external cavity formed from a reflection

grating and the back facet of the diode. The angle θ between the reflection grating

normal and the incident light beam is tuned via a piezo-electronic actuator such that

the laser receives feedback for stimulated emission at a specified wavelength λ, given

by d sin(θ) = mλ for integer m. Here, d is the grating spacing (usually on the order

of 1000/mm for these lasers at θ ∼ 45◦). Feedback for laser-wavelength stabilization

is generated by locking to a 85Rb hyperfine spectral line in a saturated-absorption

spectroscopy (SAS) set-up [47] and generating an error signal using proportional-

integral-differential (PID) electronics.

Light from the cycling laser is amplified in a tapered amplifier to several hundred

mW. Both lasers are sent through single-pass acoustic-optic modulators (AOMs) be-

fore being coupled into fibers that lead to the experiments. Sending the light through

the AOMs allows the option to switch off the MOT light briefly during an experi-

mental cycle to avoid light shifts in a precision measurement.
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2.2 Experimental sequence

2.2.1 Optical excitation

5S1/2

5P3/2

5D5/2

nP3/2
nF5/2,7/21260nm

776nm

780nm

480nm

780nm

5S1/2

5P3/2

nS1/2
nD3/2
nD5/2

Figure 2.2: Excitation schemes for Rydberg preparation. Two different exci-
tation schemes used in these experiments to prepare Rydberg atoms in levels with
opposite parities, requiring different laser configurations.

In Chapter III and Chapter IV, ground-state atoms are transferred to Rydberg

states via the two-photon excitation sequence |5S1/2〉 → |5P3/2〉 → |Rydberg〉, as

illustrated in Figure 2.2. In Chapter VII and Chapter VIII, ground-state atoms are

transferred to Rydberg states via the three-photon excitation sequence |5S1/2〉 →

|5P3/2〉 → |5D5/2〉 → |Rydberg〉. The former case allows even-parity Rydberg states

to be prepared, while the latter case allows odd-parity Rydberg states to be prepared.

In both excitation schemes, the laser light for the |5S〉 → |5P 〉 transition has a

wavelength of 780 nm. The source of this laser is a homebuilt ECDL, and the set-up

is similar to the MOT lasers.

The source of the laser light for the |5P 〉 → |Rydberg〉 transition, on the other

hand, is a Toptica SHG laser system, which outputs ≈ 200 mW of 480 nm light.

The 480 nm light is generated via a seed laser at 960 nm, which is amplified and

coupled into a bow-tie cavity housing a nonlinear crystal. Frequency doubling is

achieved via second harmonic generation. The laser wavelength is stabilized via feed-

back on the seed laser. To generate the feedback loop, a portion of 960 nm light is
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sent into a homebuilt pressure-tunable Fabry-Pérot etalon [48]. The etalon consists

of a temperature-stabilized confocal cavity within a sealed enclosure. The enclo-

sure volume may be compressed or expanded via an attached bellows, by way of a

computer-controlled stepper motor. As the enclosure volume is systematically varied,

so too is the pressure of the gas medium (typically air) within the cavity. This, in

turn, linearly varies the nI −1 (nI is index of refraction) response of the gas medium,

increasing or decreasing the central frequencies of the cavity transmission peaks as a

function of stepper motor location. As the peaks shift adiabatically with respect to

the kHz-scale laser-locking electronics, the laser (which is locked to one of the cavity

peaks) is correspondingly tuned.

For the |5S1/2〉 → |5P3/2〉 → |5D5/2〉 → |Rydberg〉 scheme, the source for the

|5P3/2〉 → |5D5/2〉 776 nm laser light is a homebuilt ECDL, for which I led the

construction and set-up. Stabilization of the wavelength is achieved by locking the

ECDL to the |5P3/2, F = 2〉 → |5D5/2, F
′ = 3, 4, 5〉 transition via a modified SAS

scheme [49] that uses a portion of the light that drives the on-resonant |5S1/2〉 →

|5P3/2〉 lower transition to prepare 5P3/2 states in a Rb vapor cell. In the modified SAS

spectrum, I am only able to resolve shoulders due to hyperfine splitting in the 5D5/2

state (expected to be <10 MHz). I peak-lock to the dominant F ′=5 peak, expecting

some off-resonant excitation due to the other hyperfine lines. Peak-locking refers to

the practice of sending the spectral line through a lock-in amplifier to generate an

error signal. Applying a small frequency modulation (much less than the width of the

spectral line), multiplying the resulting signal by a TTL pulse synchronized with the

frequency modulation, and time-integrating the product yields an error signal with a

voltage that goes through zero at the peak of the spectral line.

Finally, the source for the |5D5/2〉 → |Rydberg〉 laser light is another homebuilt

ECDL, lasing around 1260 nm, for which I led the construction and set-up. This laser

is tuned to achieve single-photon resonance with a |5D5/2〉 →—Rydberg P or F 〉 tran-
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sition. In Table 2.1, I list confirmed |5D5/2〉 → |Rydberg〉 resonances that have been

observed during the course of my experiments using the 1260 nm laser. For reference,

the ionization limit for this excitation channel is at 1251-1252 nm. I record these (vac-

uum) wavelengths λexp from a Burleigh WA-1000 wavemeter, internally calibrated to

a helium-neon (λ = 633 nm) laser. I assign Rydberg levels to these resonances by

matching against values from literature references (λref). Values for Rydberg nF7/2

levels are from Reference [50]. Values for Rydberg nP3/2 levels are from Reference [51].

Since the nF fine-structure is unresolveable on the scale of my experiments, I assign

nF5/2 and nF7/2 to the same values. I also assign resonances to the nG fine-structure

peaks, for which the anticipated separation from the corresponding nF levels has

been verified via microwave spectroscopy (see Chapter VII). Finally, note that nP1/2

is not accessible in the three-photon excitation scheme presented above due to dipole

selection rules.

λexp λref [50, 51] Assigned Rydberg level
1275.401-403 1275.399 30P3/2

1264.436-437 1264.435 40P3/2

1264.023-024 1264.025 38F5/2,7/2

1264.016-017 38G7/2,9/2

1263.407-409 1263.410 39F5/2,7/2

1263.399-401 39G7/2,9/2

1262.837-846 1262.841 40F5/2,7/2

1262.831-839 40G7/2,9/2

1262.311-314 1262.313 41F5/2,7/2

1262.305-309 41G7/2,9/2

1261.821 1261.823 42F5/2,7/2

1261.646 1261.649 45P3/2

1261.367-370 1261.368 43F5/2,7/2

1261.363 43G7/2,9/2

1258.144-152 1258.145 53F5/2,7/2

1256.629-633 1256.630 61F5/2,7/2

Table 2.1: Measured 5D5/2 →Rydberg resonances.

Similar to the 480 nm laser, this 1260 nm laser is stabilized by providing feedback

on the diffraction grating to lock to a transmission peak from a pressure-tuned Fabry-
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Pérot cavity on which I likewise led construction and set-up, based on the same design

used for the 480 nm laser. Explicitly, it is a confocal cavity housed in a sealed enclo-

sure, temperature-stabilized to 300.0 K. The relation between the fractional change

in frequency δν/ν and the fractional change in enclosure length δl/l as the laser is

tuned by the stepper motor is given by the formula δν/ν = (nI − 1)/nI(δl/l) [48],

where nI is the index of refraction of the gas medium in the cavity/enclosure. With an

air medium, this cavity had a free spectral range (FSR) of 375 MHz (FSR=c/(4nIl)),

with a calibration of 9.55 kHz/step (frequency translation per stepper motor step),

measured using the known spacing of RF sidebands introduced onto an atomic reso-

nance. Subsequent to that measurement, I introduced difluoroethane, R152a (trade

name: HFC-152a) into the cavity to increase its index of refraction. As given in

Reference [52], HFC-152a has nI = 1.0083 for a wavelength of λ = 545 nm, tempera-

ture of 313.8 K, and at standard pressure, compared to air at nI = 1.00029 at STP.

Therefore, a mixture of HFC-152a and air is expected to increase nI within the cavity.

By increasing nI, the frequency translation per step is increased to 12.9 kHz/step, as

measured by a second calibration. This indicates that 1-10% of the cavity medium is

HFC-152a. The full scan range of this Fabry-Pérot cavity is about 2 GHz.

Lastly, in each experiment, I minimize unwanted interactions with light fields

during Rydberg-Rydberg transition measurements by timing the excitation sequence

such that the excitation light turns off after preparation of the atoms in the initial

Rydberg state. This is achieved, similar to the MOT light, by passing the excitation

laser beams through separate AOMs and pulsing the RF power applied to the AOMs.

The first-order light from the AOMs in either a single-pass (1260 nm laser) or a double-

pass (780 nm and 776 nm) configuration is selected and coupled through optical fibers

to the experiment.
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Figure 2.3: Sample timing diagram. MOT beams (light red) are turned off prior
to Rydberg preparation via optical excitation (blue), which is typically on the order
of 1 µs. The interaction time (gray) is typically on the order of 10 µs (although this
varies among experiments). The SSFI ramp allows Rydberg states to be detected at
unique locations along the ramp (indicated by arrows).

2.2.2 Rydberg detection

As explained in Chapter I, a common detection method for Rydberg atoms is to

use a DC electric field (hundreds of V/cm) to ionize the loosely-bound electron. The

resulting charge then indicates the presence of a Rydberg atom. As indicated in Equa-

tion 1.6, the field at which a Rydberg atom (adiabatically) ionizes is uniquely state-

dependent. Therefore, in a method called state-dependent field ionization (SSFI) [20],

the ionization electric field is adiabatically ramped from zero to some value as a func-

tion of time. The accumulation of charges at unique locations along the ramp indi-

cates the presence of Rydberg states. I used this method for detection in each of the

experiments presented in this dissertation.

Ionized electrons are detected on an in-vacuum micro-channel plate (MCP) de-

tector. A MCP is a charge-multiplier device that produces a voltage pulse for a

single detected charge, with about a 30% detection efficiency. Voltage pulses are

counted with a pulse counter, which integrates counts within a pre-set time window

during an experimental cycle. Further discussion of this procedure can be found in

Reference [53].

The timing diagram in Figure 2.3 shows a portion of a typical experimental cycle,
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including trapping, optical preparation of Rydberg states, the interaction time, and

the detection sequence.

2.3 Electric-field zeroing

Because the studies performed in this dissertation deal with precision spectroscopy

using Rydberg atoms, I must be especially careful to cancel electric fields prior to a

measurement, to prevent inaccuracies in the measurement results. To do so, I use the

Stark spectroscopy procedure introduced in Chapter I. “Field zeros” are determined

by varying the field direction in question while holding the other directions static

until a minimum shift of a measured transition is observed. In this way, I generate a

Stark map, a plot of the central frequency location of a transition versus electric-field

strength. Because the shifts of low-angular-momentum states of Rb go as −αE2/2

(where α is, in this case, the static polarizability and E is the electric field), the

field zero is determined by fitting the Stark map to a parabola. The uncertainty

in the parabolic fit, along with the instrumental uncertainty of the voltage sources,

determines the resulting uncertainty in the residual DC Stark shift contributed by

the direction in question. For example, in Chapter VII, I describe an experiment in

which the energy-shift uncertainty due to the fields has been determined by adding in

quadrature the uncertainties due to the instrument noise and parabolic fit parameters,

as well as their covariances. An example of a Stark map is likewise provided in

Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER III

Lattice-Modulation Spectroscopy of

Rydberg-Rydberg Transitions

The model describing atomic spectroscopy includes the multipole-field interac-

tion, which leads to established spectroscopic selection rules, and an interaction that

is quadratic in the field, which is not often employed. However, spectroscopy using

the quadratic (ponderomotive) interaction promises two significant advantages over

spectroscopy using the multipole-field interaction: flexible transition rules and vastly

improved spatial addressability of the quantum system. In this chapter, I demon-

strate ponderomotive spectroscopy by using optical-lattice-trapped Rydberg atoms,

pulsating the lattice light, and driving a microwave atomic transition that would

otherwise be forbidden by established spectroscopic selection rules. This ability to

measure frequencies of previously inaccessible transitions makes possible improved

determinations of atomic characteristics and constants underlying physics, includ-

ing the future measurement of the Rydberg constant outlined in Chapter VIII. The

spatial resolution of ponderomotive spectroscopy is orders of magnitude better than

the transition frequency would suggest, promising single-site addressability in dense

particle arrays for quantum computing applications [1, 9].

To experimentally demonstrate an atomic transition via the ponderomotive in-

teraction, Rydberg atoms trapped in an amplitude-modulated standing-wave optical
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lattice are used. Rydberg-atom optical lattices are an ideal tool for this demonstra-

tion because the atoms’ electronic probability distributions can extend over several

wells of the optical lattice [27], and Rydberg-Rydberg transitions are in the microwave

regime [20], a regime in which light-modulation technology exists.

To further illuminate the use of such an amplitude-modulated optical lattice for a

demonstration of ponderomotive spectroscopy, I briefly examine the physics underly-

ing the interaction between the Rydberg atom and the lattice light. The interaction

between the atom and a light field is described by the interaction Hamiltonian [54]

Vint =
1

2me

(
2 |e|A · p + e2A ·A

)
, (3.1)

where p is the Rydberg electron’s momentum operator and A the vector potential of

the light (the laser electric field E = − ∂
∂t

A). The A · p term describes most types of

atom-field interactions that are commonly engaged in spectroscopy [54]. These are

classified as E1, M1, E2. . . multipole transitions, which follow well-established spec-

troscopic selection rules [29]. For reference, E1 (M1) denotes an electric (magnetic)

dipole transition, E2 denotes an electric quadrupole transition, etc. Typically, the

dipole-field term dominates the total atom-field interaction and leads to the electric-

dipole selection rules for atomic transitions. For example, in the case of direct ap-

plication of microwave radiation to Rydberg atoms, the electric-dipole (E1) selection

rules apply (in first-order perturbation theory). In contrast, the quadratic A · A

(ponderomotive) term allows transitions far beyond these selection rules to be driven,

as theoretically demonstrated by the Raithel group in earlier work [43], by providing

a substantial spatial variation of the field intensity within the volume of the atom

and by modulating the laser intensity in time at the transition frequency between the

coupled states. This method to drive atomic transitions is particularly effective in an

amplitude-modulated optical lattice, because the lattice is spatially modulated with
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a period that is on the same scale as the Rydberg-atom diameter.

In this chapter, I report a successful demonstration of this fundamentally-new

method spectroscopy. 85Rb atoms are trapped in a one-dimensional standing-wave

optical lattice, formed by counter-propagating 1064-nm laser beams. The |58S1/2〉 →

|59S1/2〉 transition is driven by sinusoidally modulating the lattice intensity at the

resonant transition frequency, found to be 38.76861(1) GHz. The |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉

transition has been chosen because it is forbidden as a first-order electric-dipole (E1)

transition, because its E2 coupling (due to the A · p term) is negligible, and because

for this transition a large spatial coupling (due to the A ·A term) is expected in the

amplitude-modulated lattice [43].

First, I describe the experimental set-up, along with the trapping and atom-field

interaction methods unique to this project. After, I present results demonstrating an

atomic transition driven via the A ·A term of the Hamiltonian for the first time.

3.1 Description of the experimental set-up

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up. A continuous-wave

(c.w.) 1064-nm laser beam is split in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (left) into a

low-power and a high-power beam. The low-power beam is sinusoidally modulated

via an electro-optic fiber modulator driven by a tunable microwave-frequency voltage

signal. This amplitude-modulated low-power beam is coherently re-combined with

the unmodulated high-power beam at the exit of the interferometer. In the atom-

field interaction region (right), the standing-wave optical lattice is formed by retro-

reflecting the lattice beam. Cold 85Rb Rydberg atoms are trapped with center-of-mass

positions near intensity minima of the lattice [27].
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer (left) combines
two 1064-nm c.w. beams. One beam is amplitude-modulated at frequency Ω by a
fiber-based electro-optic modulator (‘Fiber modulator’), the operating point of which
is set using photo-detector ‘PD1’. Using photo-detector ‘PD2’ and a piezo-electric
transducer (‘Piezo’), the interferometer is locked such that the beams add up in
phase. Rydberg atoms are laser-excited and optically trapped by lattice inversion.
The optical lattice (right) is formed by retro-reflecting and focusing the 1064-nm
laser beam into the magneto-optical trap (‘MOT’). The lattice potential is amplitude-
modulated with period T . Beam blocks (‘B1’,‘B2’) are used for signal interpretation.

3.1.1 Preparation of cold Rydberg atoms in an optical lattice

Initially, 85Rb atoms are cooled to a temperature of about 150 µK in a magneto-

optical trap (MOT). A one-dimensional, 1064-nm optical lattice is applied to the

MOT region. The optical lattice is formed by focusing an incident laser beam into

the MOT region, retro-reflecting the beam, and re-focusing it. The incident beam

interferes with the return beam and forms a standing wave. Pointing stability is

greatly improved by using a retro-reflector rather than a plane mirror. See Figure 3.1

for an illustration of the set-up. The intensity ratio between the modulated and

unmodulated portions of the incident lattice beam is about 1:100. The lattice has

880 mW of incident power at the MOT region with an 11-µm beam waist radius,

and 490 mW of return power with an approximately 37-µm beam waist radius, as

discussed in Appendix A. Both the MOT magnetic field and the lattice light remain

on throughout a data scan, while the MOT light is turned off during Rydberg-atom
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preparation and probing.

The Rydberg state is prepared via a two-stage excitation |5S1/2〉 → |5P3/2〉 →

|58S1/2〉 using 780-nm and 480-nm lasers, detuned from the intermediate 5P3/2 level

by ≈ 1 GHz. Immediately after Rydberg-atom excitation, the lattice is inverted

using an electro-optic component, required to efficiently trap Rydberg atoms at in-

tensity minima [27]. The Rydberg atoms are trapped in the optical field using the

ponderomotive interaction described in Chapter I. Finally, during a data scan, the

Rydberg atom preparation laser wavelength is tuned so as to produce Rydberg atoms

in the optical lattice at an average of 0.5 Rydberg atoms per experimental cycle. This

ensures a negligible probability of atom-atom interactions.

3.1.2 Zeroing the fields

The electric field is zeroed prior to a series of data runs by performing Stark spec-

troscopy of the 58D3/2 and 58D5/2 fine-structure levels, while scanning the potentials

applied to a set of electric-field compensation electrodes, as outlined in Chapter II.

The residual field is less than 60 mV cm−1. The MOT magnetic field, which is on

during the experiment, does not cause Zeeman shifts of the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 tran-

sition.

3.1.3 Lattice modulation

While 58S1/2 Rydberg atoms are trapped in optical lattice wells, the ampli-

tude of the lattice is modulated at the expected |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition

frequency. The electro-optic modulator used to perform the modulation is a fiber-

coupled, polarization-maintaining, z-cut lithium niobate modulator, tunable from DC

to 40 GHz. The modulator has an input optical power limit of 200 mW, which is, in

the present experiment, insufficient for Rydberg-atom trapping. In a Mach-Zehnder-

type interferometric set-up, the 1064-nm laser is split into a high-power (3.9 W),
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unmodulated beam and a low-power (190 mW), amplitude-modulated beam, which

is passed through the fiber modulator. The two beams are coherently re-combined at

the exit beam-splitter of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The re-combined beam

incident at the MOT region has approximately 1 W of average power, which is suffi-

cient for Rydberg-atom trapping.

The fiber modulator has two voltage inputs, one for the microwave voltage signal

and another for a DC bias voltage. The intensity transmitted through the fiber

modulator depends on the values of these voltage inputs (see Appendix A). For most

of the work presented in this chapter, the amplitude of the microwave signal is set

to Vµ = Vπ/2, which yields maximal intensity modulation when the DC bias voltage

is set at an inflection point of the modulator transmission curve (as illustrated in

Figure 3.1). Due to thermal drifts in the fiber modulator, the DC bias voltage must

be actively regulated to maintain this operating point. The lock circuit utilizes a

photo-detector (‘PD1’ in Figure 3.1) and a PID regulator.

Due to drifts in the optical path length difference between the arms of the Mach-

Zehnder interferometer, the path length of one of the interferometer arms must be

actively regulated to maintain a fixed phase difference at the recombination beam-

splitter. This phase difference is locked so that the intensity sent to the experiment

is at a maximum (by maintaining an intensity minimum at the unused output of the

recombination beam-splitter). The lock circuit utilizes a photo-detector (‘PD2’ in

Figure 3.1), a mirror mounted on a piezo-electric transducer (‘Piezo’ in Figure 3.1),

and a PID regulator.

In order to initialize certain experimental parameters (such as atom-field interac-

tion time), an estimate of the expected Rabi frequency must be made. The full Rabi

frequency expression is derived in Appendix A. Here, I provide an outline of the re-

sults. Due to the coherent mixing of the low-power, modulated lattice beam with the

high-power, unmodulated beam, the time-averaged lattice depth is large enough that
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most atoms remain trapped in the lattice while the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition

is probed. The coherent mixing of the two beams is additionally beneficial because

it enhances the modulation in the atom-field interaction region, resulting in a much

larger |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 coupling than would be possible with the weak modulated

beam alone. The Rabi frequency for a transition |n, l,m〉 → |n′, l′,m′〉 between two

Rydberg states that are resonantly coupled by the amplitude-modulated lattice is

χ ≈
√
ε

e2

~mecε0ω2
L

I0
dyn
inc J1

(
πVµ

Vπ

)[
1 +

√
2 I0

fixed
inc

I0
dyn
inc

]
Dn′,l′,m′

n,l,m , (3.2)

where Vµ is the amplitude of the microwave voltage signal that drives the fiber mod-

ulator, Vπ is the voltage difference between the minimum and maximum intensity

transmission through the modulator (a fixed modulator property), ε is the intensity

ratio at the atom location between the return and incident beams forming the lattice,

ωL is the angular frequency of the optical-lattice light, and I0
dyn
inc and I0

fixed
inc are the in-

cident intensities of the dynamic (modulated) and fixed (unmodulated) lattice beams

at the atom location, respectively. The transition matrix element Dn′l′m′

nlm (unitless)

has been derived in previous work [43] and is 0.215 for the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 tran-

sition for an atom located at a minimum in the lattice. This value is large compared

with those of other possible transitions due to a favorable ratio between atom size

and lattice period (which is on the order of one). The detailed derivation of Equa-

tion 3.2 given in Appendix A includes values for the parameters listed above, yielding

a typical Rabi frequency estimate on the order of 100 kHz. The in-phase addition

of the fields corresponding to intensities I0
dyn
inc and I0

fixed
inc , using the Mach-Zehnder

beam combination set-up, leads to the enhancement term in square brackets in Equa-

tion 3.2. In the experiment, the Rabi frequency is enhanced by a factor of ≈ 20, which

aids significantly in observing the transition. While in the experiment presented here

the enhancement afforded by the interferometric set-up is critical for a successful
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demonstration, in future implementations different laser wavelengths, advances in

modulation technology, sub-Doppler and evaporative cooling techniques or the use

of separate trapping and modulation beams could make the complex interferometric

set-up nonessential in order to utilize this form of spectroscopy.

3.1.4 Detection

As detailed in Chapter II, the spectral line is detected through state-selective field

ionization (SSFI), in which Rydberg atoms are ionized by a ramped electric field.

Freed electrons are detected by a micro-channel plate, and detections on the micro-

channel plate are registered by a pulse counter. Counting gates are synchronized with

the field ionization ramp to enable state-selective detection of the 58S1/2 and 59S1/2

Rydberg levels.

During a data scan, the microwave frequency of the amplitude-modulation is

stepped across the expected |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 resonance frequency. At each mi-

crowave frequency step, the pulse counter registers counts for 200 experimental cycles.

Average counts per cycle are recorded before advancing to the next frequency step.

The interferometer lock status is queried before and after each set of 200 experimen-

tal cycles. If either query indicates an unlocked interferometer, the data for that

frequency step is omitted and re-taken.

At intensity minima or maxima, the intensity modulation of the lattice results

(via the A ·A term) in a time-periodic atom-field interaction with a leading quadratic

dependence on position, needed to couple states with an angular momentum change

∆l = 0, 2 in first order. The proper combination of temporal and spatial intensity

modulation is essential for utilizing the A ·A term to realize the type of spectroscopy

introduced in this chapter.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Spectroscopic signal
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Figure 3.2: The |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition driven via amplitude modula-
tion of an optical lattice. The fraction of atoms in 59S1/2 is shown. Spectral-line
centers and background offset are determined by Gaussian fits (red curves). Gray
areas represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) of fit results for line centers.
(a) Spectral line obtained by scanning the modulation frequency of the amplitude-
modulated optical lattice. The data are averages of 28 scans with 200 measurements
each. Vertical error bar, SEM of the 28 scans. Line center is at 38.76861(1) GHz (black
solid line). Inset, simulation results. (b) Reference scan performed by conventional
two-photon microwave spectroscopy without the optical lattice, plotted versus twice
the microwave frequency. The data are averages of 11 scans with 200 measurements
each. Line center is at 38.768545(5) GHz (black dashed line).

Figure 3.2a shows the atomic transition |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 driven via amplitude-

modulation of the optical lattice. The |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 spectrum is obtained by

scanning the frequency of the microwave source driving the fiber modulator across

the expected transition frequency. The spectral line shown in Figure 3.2a is evidence

that the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition has been driven in a single step (in first order),

at the fundamental transition frequency. The inset in Figure 3.2a shows a simulated

spectrum (details given in [41]). The simulation indicates that the sub-structure
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in the spectral line originates from different types of center-of-mass trajectories of

the atoms in the optical lattice. The dominant central peak results mainly from

trapped atoms, whereas the small side structures result from atoms that traverse

several lattice wells or that remain nearly stationary close to a lattice maximum

during atom-field interaction [41]. The sub-structures, which are observed in the

simulation, are not as clearly resolved in the experiment. This is most likely due to

inhomogeneous broadening caused by optical-lattice imperfections. The simulation

provides motivation to fit the spectrum in Figure 3.2a as a triple-Gaussian, which

yields a central-peak location of 38.76861(1) GHz.

For reference, the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition is also driven using direct applica-

tion of microwave radiation at half the transition frequency; in this case the transition

results from a two-step (second-order) electric-dipole (E1) coupling through the 58P

off-resonant intermediate state. Figure 3.2b shows the lattice-free |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉

spectral line, driven as a two-photon electric-dipole transition at half the transition

frequency, using microwaves from a horn directed at the atom-field interaction re-

gion. This reference measurement yields a |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition frequency

of 38.768545(5) GHz. The transition frequencies measured in Figures 3.2a and b are

in good agreement with each other. The slight blue-detuning of the central peak in

Figure 3.2a relative to the peak in Figure 3.2b is due to a light shift from the opti-

cal lattice. A calculation based on published quantum defect values [55] predicts a

transition frequency at 38.7686(1) GHz, which is in agreement with the experimental

measurements. Note that for the two-photon transition shown in Figure 3.2b, the

microwave-induced AC Stark shift of the transition frequency is unusually small, due

to near-cancellation of the upper- and lower-level AC shifts. This shift of the transi-

tion frequency is estimated to be less than 500 Hz, which is insignificant in the above

comparisons.
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3.2.2 Testing the nature of the atom-field interaction mechanism

Figure 3.3 shows two tests that prove the spectral line shown in Figure 3.2a is

caused by a perturbation due to the A · A atom-field interaction term in Equa-

tion 3.1, which drives transitions via an amplitude-modulated optical lattice. First,

Figure 3.3a displays verification that the transition does not originate from a com-

bination of microwave leakage and stray DC fields. Although DC electric fields are

carefully zeroed, a stray DC electric field in the atom-field interaction volume could,

in principle, weakly perturb the 58S1/2 and 59S1/2 levels by increasing P -admixture to

these levels. Any microwave-radiation leakage into the atom-field interaction region

under the simultaneous presence of a DC electric field would drive the transition as an

electric-dipole (E1) transition between the weakly-perturbed 58S1/2 and 59S1/2 levels.

In order to verify that the spectral line is not due to such a coincidence, I search for

a spectral line while leaving all microwave equipment fully powered but blocking the

weak, amplitude-modulated optical beam in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (beam

block ‘B1’ in Figure 3.1). In this case, the atoms are still trapped via the high-power,

unmodulated beam. A stray DC electric field and leakage of microwave radiation into

the chamber could then drive the transition as a single-step E1 transition. To produce

the data in Figure 3.3a, the microwave frequency is scanned in a manner identical

with the procedure used for Figure 3.2a. No spectral line is evident in Figure 3.3a.

This establishes that lattice light modulation, rather than microwave leakage in the

presence of a stray DC electric field, drives the observed transition.

Next, I aim to distinguish between the A ·A transition mechanism and a possi-

ble two-step A · p transition mechanism (Equation 3.1). Either mechanism may, in

principle, drive the observed |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition via lattice modulation.

However, these fundamentally distinct mechanisms differ in ways that can be tested

experimentally.

The modulated light field contains the frequency ωL and frequency sidebands
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Figure 3.3: Verification of the nature of the atom-field interaction mecha-
nism. The fraction of atoms in 59S1/2 is recorded as the modulation frequency is
scanned. The absence of signals is important because it verifies the model presented
in the text. Background offset is determined by a constant fit (red line). (a) Test to
exclude dipole transitions caused by microwave leakage into the atom-field interaction
region, performed using beam block ‘B1’ (Figure 3.1) during frequency scans, while
leaving the microwave source at full power. The data are averages of 16 scans with
200 measurements each. Error bar, SEM of the 16 scans. (b) Test to exclude a stimu-
lated electric-dipole Raman transition, performed using beam block ‘B2’ (Figure 3.1)
during frequency scans. The data are averages of 10 scans with 200 measurements
each. Error bar, SEM of the 10 scans.

ωL±Ω, where ωL is the laser frequency, and Ω is the microwave modulation frequency

of the light intensity (which is resonant with the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition). The

presence of multiple frequencies allows, in principle, for the A·p term to couple 58S1/2

to 59S1/2 in a two-step (second-order) process via a stimulated Raman transition

through one or more states that have an energy separation ≈ ~ωL from the 58S1/2

and 59S1/2 levels. Following E1 selection rules, this mechanism would involve optical

S → P and P → S electric-dipole transitions through distant intermediate P -states.

The Raman coupling mechanism would be effective in both running-wave or standing-

wave laser fields. On the other hand, the coupling due to the A·A term is proportional

to
〈
59S1/2

∣∣ I (z)
∣∣58S1/2

〉
sin (Ωt), where I (z) is the light intensity. For this coupling

to be effective in first order, two conditions must be simultaneously fulfilled: the light

intensity must substantially vary as a function of position z within the volume of the

atom, and the modulation frequency Ω must correspond to the energy-level difference.
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Without spatial variation of I (z), the coupling vanishes due to the orthogonality of

the atomic states. Hence, the A ·A coupling is present in the amplitude-modulated

standing wave, while it is absent in an amplitude-modulated running wave.

To test whether it is a second-order A · p or a first-order A ·A interaction that

causes the spectroscopic signal, I exchange the amplitude-modulated standing-wave

optical lattice for an amplitude-modulated running-wave beam by blocking the retro-

reflected lattice beam with beam block ‘B2’ in Figure 3.1. The microwave frequency is

then scanned in a manner identical with the procedure used for Figure 3.2a. No spec-

tral line is evident in Figure 3.3b. Therefore, the transition mechanism responsible for

the spectral line observed in Figure 3.2a is indeed a single-step atom-field interaction

arising from the modulated optical standing-wave intensity (via a first-order A · A

interaction), not a two-step electric-dipole Raman coupling process arising from the

frequency sidebands in the light field (via a second-order A · p interaction).

3.2.3 Dependence on experimental parameters

In this section I characterize the dependence of ponderomotive spectroscopy on

several experimental parameters. In Figure 3.4 I plot the scaling behavior of the

spectral linewidth and amplitude on the atom-field interaction time. Experimentally,

the interaction time tint is defined as the time between when the atoms are excited to

the 58S1/2 state and when the atoms are ionized for detection, typically tint = 6 µs.

During the atom-field interaction time, the transitions are driven by the amplitude-

modulated lattice (which is always on), and the atoms undergo a square-pulse coupling

to state 59S1/2 of duration tint. In the limit of weak saturation and assuming a

Fourier-limited spectral profile of the driving field, the full-width-at-half maximum

(FWHM) of the spectral line is expected to decrease with increased interaction time

as ≈ 0.9/tint. This agrees with the trend observed in Figure 3.4. A double-Gaussian

fit of the 3 µs spectral line and triple-Gaussian fits of the 6-and-9-µs spectral lines
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of amplitude-modulation-driven |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉
spectral line on interaction time. (a)-(c) For each interaction time tint with
the modulated lattice, the fraction of atoms in 59S1/2 is recorded while scanning
the microwave modulation frequency. The data are averages of 8 scans with 200
measurements each. Error bar, SEM of the 8 scans. The data for tint = 3 (6 and
9) µs are fit with double- (triple-) peak Gaussians (red solid curves). The FWHM
(gray areas) of the dominant Gaussians (red dashed curves) decrease with increasing
tint, and the heights increase.

(red solid curves in Figure 3.4) indicate that the FWHM of the dominant Gaussian

components in each line (red dashed curves) are within 20% of the Fourier limit.

Examining the spectral lines in Figure 3.4 further, it can be seen that the maxi-

mum signal height approximately doubles between 3 and 6 µs; the additional increase

between 6 and 9 µs is relatively minor. This observation is consistent with a Rabi

frequency within the range of χ/(2π) ∼ 50-100 kHz. This result is in qualitative

agreement with the calculated Rabi frequency presented in Appendix A.

In Figures 3.5 and 3.6 I summarize the dependence of the spectral-line height on

additional experimental parameters. In Figure 3.5 I plot the dependence of spectral-

line height on modulation strength, which is controlled by varying the amplitude of
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Figure 3.5: Dependence of the height of the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 spectral line
on microwave voltage amplitude. The peak fraction of 59S1/2 atoms is recorded
versus πVµ/Vπ, where the microwave voltage amplitude Vµ applied to the fiber mod-
ulator is varied (Vπ is fixed). Each data point represents the observed peak height for
an average of 5 scans with 200 measurements each. Vertical error bars, uncertainty
of peak height. Horizontal error bars are due to the uncertainty in Vπ. Red curve, fit
proportional to J2

1 (πVµ/Vπ).

the microwave voltage signal Vµ that drives the fiber modulator. As can be seen in

Equation 3.2, the Rabi frequency χ has a first-order Bessel function (J1) dependence

on Vµ. Because the height of the spectral line indicates the peak fraction of population

in 59S1/2, it is expected that in the limit χtint � π (here, χtint ≈ 0.6), the height will

scale as (χtint)
2 ∝ J2

1 (πVµ/Vπ) for fixed tint. In Figure 3.5, the spectral line height

is plotted as a function of the Bessel function argument, πVµ/Vπ, as Vµ is varied. A

J2
1 (πVµ/Vπ) fit to the data yields good agreement.

The spectral-line height also depends on the distance of the retro-reflector from the

atoms. Both the incident and the retro-reflected amplitude-modulated lattice beams

can be viewed as periodic sequences of pulses with a repetition frequency Ω. The

spectral-line height is maximal if the pulse trains of the incident and retro-reflected

lattice beams arrive synchronously at the atoms’ location. Considering the time delay

between the retro-reflected and incident pulses, it is seen that the spectral-line height

should sinusoidally vary with the position of the retro-reflector mirror with a period
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of the height of the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 spectral line
on retro-reflector position. The peak fraction of 59S1/2 atoms is recorded versus
the lattice retro-reflector distance from the atoms. Each data point represents the
observed peak height for an average of 3 scans with 200 measurements each. Vertical
error bars, uncertainty of peak height. Horizontal error bars, distance uncertainty. A
sinusoidal curve (red) with a period of 4 mm is plotted for reference.

of c/(2Ω) ∼ 4 mm, where c is the speed of light. Figure 3.6 displays the spectral-line

height as a function of retro-reflector displacement over a range of a few millimeters.

A sinusoidal curve with a period of 4 mm has also been plotted for reference. There

is good qualitative agreement, with deviations attributed to alignment drift of the

excitation beams during acquisition of multiple data scans. This test provides another

verification of the ponderomotive nature of the transition mechanism.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Quantized-field interpretation

In the analysis of the experimental evidence above, I have presented a classical-field

picture. Spectroscopy using the ponderomotive interaction can also be interpreted

using quantized fields. Using quantized fields, the lattice beams carry photons of

three different frequencies: the optical carrier frequency, ωL, and the optical carrier

frequency with microwave sidebands, ωL±Ω. The transitions described in this chapter
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(and in Chapter IV and Chapter V) are due to absorption of a photon from one lattice

beam and (simultaneous) re-emission of a photon into the other lattice beam, with

the frequency difference between the two photons being Ω. It is necessary to have

two counter-propagating (or non-co-propagating) fields in order to retain the spatial

coupling between Rydberg levels.

k, α

k’, α’

R1

R2

k, α

k’, α’

R1

R2

Int.

k, α

k’, α’

R1

R2

Int.

t1

t2

A · p

A · p

A · A

Figure 3.7: Feynman diagrams comparing inelastic second-order A · p and
first-order A ·A processes. Although each process begins in an atomic state R1
and photon mode (k, α) and ends in an atomic state R2 and photon mode (k′, α′),
the processes are fundamentally different. Two types of inelastic second-order A · p
processes (gray region) are displayed, showing intermediate absorption and emission
stages between times t1 and t2. On the other hand, the A ·A process (white region)
is a simultaneous interaction with two photons.

In the standard description of the interaction between an atom and a quantized

electromagnetic field, the A · p term in Equation 3.1 leads to well-known multipole

transitions characterized as E1, M1, E2, etc. The terms arise from an expansion of the

exponential phase factor eikz of the field, assuming a plane running wave propagating

in the z-direction (without spatial amplitude modulation). The leading term of the

expansion, E1, describes electric dipole transitions. These are often dominant, but

higher-order terms such as the electric-quadrupole term, E2, are also used in precision

spectroscopy [56]. All electromagnetic multipole transitions, can, in principle, be

driven in first order and are associated with well-known selection rules [54]. One

common way to visualize first-order E1, M1, E2, etc., A ·p transitions is via a three-

branch Feynman diagram [54] (one vertex with three branches), in which an atom in
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an initial state transitions into a final state by absorption or emission of a photon.

On the other hand, the common way in which to visualize first-order A ·A inter-

actions is via a four-branch Feynman diagram [54] (one vertex with four branches, as

in Figure 3.7c), in which an atom in an initial state interacts simultaneously with an

incoming and an outgoing photon, resulting in an atom in a final state. When a plane

running wave is assumed, the atomic state and the photon energy are unchanged. The

process is an elastic scattering process that gives rise to Thomson scattering.

However, if the field amplitude substantially varies within the volume of the atom,

as is the case in the present work, then the field is not a plane running wave, and the

atomic state and the photon energy may indeed be changed (an inelastic process).

Such a state-changing A · A interaction is typically not considered in spectroscopy

because the field intensity is typically constant within the volume of the atom. In the

work presented in this chapter, I have demonstrated that a field inhomogeneity can

be intentionally introduced into an atom-field system so that the A · A interaction

results in state-changing transitions. Explicitly, since A · A is proportional to field

intensity I, the matrix element 〈R2|A ·A|R1〉 representing a transition between two

(different) Rydberg states |R1〉 and |R2〉 is different from zero only if 〈R2|I|R1〉 6= 0,

i.e. if the intensity I depends on position within the atom. For fixed intensity the

matrix element vanishes due to the orthogonality of the atomic states. Therefore,

to drive transitions the light field must contain different spatial modes, to retain the

spatial coupling between the Rydberg levels, and different optical frequencies, with a

frequency difference corresponding to the energy difference between states |R1〉 and

|R2〉. An optical lattice that is amplitude-modulated at the desired atomic transition

frequency, such as the lattice used in this work, satisfies these conditions.

As shown in the white region of Figure 3.7, these transitions can be further de-

scribed in terms of the four-branch Feynman diagram [54] referenced above: Instan-

taneous exchange of a photon between two different field modes (k representing the
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wavevector and α representing polarization) of the lattice yields different initial and

final Rydberg states |R1〉 and |R2〉. Finally, it should be noted that this process is

not the same as stimulated Raman scattering because the latter is a second-order

A · p process through an intermediate state, which can be visualized by a sequence

of two three-branch, A · p-type Feynman diagrams (gray region in Figure 3.7).

3.3.2 Advantages of using the ponderomotive interaction

While transitions driven by the A · A term and transitions driven by the A · p

term (E1, E2, E3, etc., in first- and higher-order) may connect the same atomic

states, I have explained above that the physical origins of these mechanisms are quite

different, resulting in different scaling laws. For instance, the Rabi frequencies of first-

order multipole transitions are linearly proportional to the driving field, while Rabi

frequencies in ponderomotive spectroscopy are linearly proportional to the intensity

(see Equation 3.2).

One advantage of ponderomotive spectroscopy over established spectroscopic meth-

ods is flexible transition rules. Ponderomotive spectroscopy affords single-step access

to atomic transitions that are forbidden by electric-dipole selection rules, an example

of which is the |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 transition demonstrated in this chapter. Atomic

states with large differences in angular momentum can be coupled by choosing an

appropriate atom size relative to the lattice period [43]. Accurate measurements

of transitions for a wide range of angular-momentum separations may improve the

determination of quantum defects and other atomic constants.

As with any high-precision measurement method, light-induced level shifts must

be considered. In spectroscopic studies of low-lying atomic states, E2 transitions

in the optical spectral range between long-lived states can be driven as a single-

photon process in low-intensity fields [56]. In contrast, in microwave spectroscopy

of Rydberg levels, similar transitions are usually driven as E1 transitions in higher
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order (see, for instance, Figure 3.2b), necessitating relatively strong microwave fields.

These typically result in strong AC Stark shifts of the measured transition (the small

shift seen in Figure 3.2b is an anomaly of the specific transition in rubidium). On the

other hand, in ponderomotive spectroscopy, light-induced shifts originate solely from

the optical trapping fields acting on the Rydberg levels via the non-state-changing

part of the A·A interaction. While in the present work these shifts are relatively large

(on the order of 100 kHz), state-of-the-art laser cooling techniques will allow users to

reduce the atom temperature from ∼100 µK (this chapter) to .1 µK (proposed in

Chapter VIII). This will allow a reduction of the trap depth and associated light shifts

by at least a factor of 100. Furthermore, the differential light shift between selected

upper and lower Rydberg levels cancels under magic-wavelength conditions, leading to

at least one more order-of-magnitude reduction in the shift of the measured transition.

I experimentally demonstrate the existence of these magic-wavelength conditions in

Chapter IV. Therefore, ponderomotive spectroscopy could have immediate potential

as a new tool for high-precision spectroscopy of Rydberg atoms.

Furthermore, another powerful innovation afforded by ponderomotive spectroscopy

is a spatial resolution orders of magnitude better than the frequency of the transition

would suggest. Electronic transitions in a particle are typically driven by applying

radiation resonant with the transition frequency. The best possible spatial resolution

will be at the diffraction limit of the applied radiation, which is on the order of the

wavelength corresponding to the transition frequency and, in most cases, orders of

magnitude larger than the particle size. In contrast, in ponderomotive spectroscopy,

the frequency of the applied radiation is very different from the frequency of the

transition being driven. The applied radiation is a standing wave with a wavelength

on the order of the particle size. The frequency resonant with the desired tran-

sition is introduced by amplitude-modulating the standing wave. In this chapter, a

microwave-frequency atomic transition (typical resolution: centimeter-scale) has been
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driven by amplitude-modulating a standing-wave optical lattice (typical resolution:

micrometer-scale). This spatial addressability could streamline certain gate schemes

in quantum computing, especially those schemes involving controlled electrostatic

interactions between Rydberg atoms [7, 9]. For example, by using site-selective tran-

sitions driven by ponderomotive spectroscopy, a recently-proposed controlled-z gate

scheme [57] could be modified such that the same Rydberg state is used for both

control and target qubits (and no microwave field is needed).

In this chapter, I have described a successful first-time demonstration of spec-

troscopy using the ponderomotive interaction. I have shown major advantages over

standard spectroscopy, including improved spatial addressability and flexible transi-

tion rules, which are relevant in a broad range of applications. Using a temporally-

and spatially-modulated ponderomotive potential, an atomic microwave transition

forbidden by established electric-dipole selection rules has been driven with a spa-

tial resolution in the micrometer range. One application of the method is in quan-

tum computing [9, 58], where single-site addressability plays a central role. Another

application is in precision measurement of atomic characteristics [28] and physical

constants (e.g. the Rydberg constant [59], leading to the proton size [11]); there,

flexible spectroscopic transition rules will be very convenient. In the future, it may

be possible to explore extending ponderomotive spectroscopy to smaller-sized atoms

or molecules trapped in shorter-wavelength optical lattices.

In the next chapter, I expand upon this novel demonstration by employing higher

harmonics in the lattice modulation to drive Rydberg-Rydberg transitions. I also

demonstrate magic-wavelength conditions, positioning this spectroscopy to be used

in future precision-measurement efforts.
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CHAPTER IV

Magic Wavelengths and Spectroscopy Using

Lattice-Modulation Harmonics

As introduced throughout this dissertation, measurements of atomic transition

frequencies are the cornerstone of precision metrology, used in applications rang-

ing from atomic clocks [60] to measuring gravitational redshifts [61] and the radius

of the proton [11]. An important metric of precision in these applications is the

relative uncertainty, ∆ν/ν, in which ν is the measured frequency and ∆ν is its ab-

solute uncertainty. In order to obtain the lowest ∆ν/ν, it is desirable to increase ν

while decreasing ∆ν. In the previous chapter, the novel technique of ponderomotive

spectroscopy was demonstrated, wherein Rydberg atoms are trapped in a standing-

wave laser field (optical lattice). Electronic transitions are driven by modulating the

lattice-light intensity at the transition frequencies of interest. In this chapter, I em-

ploy nonlinearities intrinsic to this excitation process to increase ν by driving atomic

transitions at higher harmonics of the modulation frequency. I also identify magic

transitions that minimize trap-induced line shifts and reduce the uncertainty ∆ν by

about one order of magnitude.

First, I describe modifications to the experimental set-up from Chapter III that

introduce harmonics into the lattice modulation. After, I present the results, which

demonstrate suitability of ponderomotive spectroscopy for precision measurement ap-
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T=2π/(qΩ)

Figure 4.1: Modifications to experimental set-up to introduce lattice-
modulation harmonics. See Chapter III for full set-up details. Here, the fiber
modulator optical transmission function (red curve) is driven (blue voltage curves) at
a fundamental modulation frequency Ω. The lattice modulation period in qth order
is T = 2π/(qΩ), where q>1 becomes prominent as Vµ>Vπ/2.

plications.

4.1 Experimental Set-Up

As described in Chapter III, temporal harmonics in the lattice modulation drive

transitions at frequencies qΩ, where q is an integer. The EOM offset voltage is

set to Vπ/2 (see inset in Figure 4.1). Modulation at the fundamental frequency Ω

occurs when Vµ . Vπ/2 (dashed blue line), as was demonstrated in Chapter III. To

access higher harmonics, Vµ is increased (solid blue line). The resultant frequency

upconversion is described by

Idyn+fixed
sw

I0
fixed
inc

= 1 + 2

(
η

2
+ η

∞∑
q=1,3,5...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

)1/2

+ η

(
1

2
+

∞∑
q=1,3,5...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

)
, (4.1)

where the total incident intensity Idyn+fixed
sw at the location of the atoms is scaled by

I0
fixed
inc , the intensity of the fixed (unmodulated) high-power beam. This expression
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is derived in detail in Appendix A. Here, η is the power ratio between the dynamic

(modulated) and fixed (unmodulated) beams in the interferometer. A Fourier anal-

ysis of Equation 4.1 with η = 0.0077 (typical experimental value) leads to the Rabi

frequency for the qth harmonic as a function of modulation strength Vµ/Vπ (shown

in Figure 4.2).

The Rabi frequency is scaled by I0
fixed
inc (in units of W/m2),

√
ε, and Dn′,l′,m

n,l,m . For

this experiment, ε is a factor included to account for inefficiencies in the lattice optics

system, as derived in Appendix A. Specifically, ε is the ratio of the return and incident

lattice-beam intensities, and ε = 0.09 for this system. The matrix elements for the

spatial coupling, Dn′,l′,m
n,l,m , have previously been obtained in Reference [43] and are also

described in Chapter III.
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Figure 4.2: Scaled Rabi frequencies of the qth harmonics of the lattice
modulation. These are calculated as a function of Vµ (units of Vπ). Even-order
harmonics are not plotted because in this set-up the modulated EOM voltage is
centered at Vπ/2, and therefore odd orders dominate the modulation spectrum when
atom center-of-mass locations are at lattice intensity minima or maxima.

The Rabi frequencies exhibit a sinusoidal dependence on position in the optical

lattice [62] and, for even-parity transitions (the case demonstrated here), are maximal

for atoms at lattice intensity maxima and minima. Since the peak Rabi frequencies in

Figure 4.2 slowly decrease as a function of q, unlike in typical nonlinear spectroscopy,
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I0
fixed
inc does not need to be increased to realize higher-order transitions, thereby avoid-

ing increased light shifts. Figure 4.2 is utilized to determine the Vµ needed to achieve

a high Rabi frequency at the harmonic order of interest. In this experiment, S → S

transitions are targeted because they are insensitive to the MOT magnetic field (which

is always on). Under traditional electric-dipole selection rules, these transitions would

not be allowed in first-order perturbation theory. However, because ponderomotive

spectroscopy is employed, typical selection rules do not apply [43].

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Nonlinear drive using modulation harmonics

Figure 4.3 displays the results of driving the ponderomotive transition |52S1/2〉 →

|53S1/2〉 via the third harmonic (q = 3) of the lattice modulation. For this transition,

D53S
52S = 0.19, which is near in value to the maximal value for nS → (n + 1)S transi-

tions, D59S
58S = 0.215. The inset in Figure 4.3a shows that most spectral features can

be reproduced by a semi-classical simulation. Details of the simulation can be found

in Reference [62]. The two outermost peaks are attributed to atoms that are anti-

trapped (red-detuned peak) or trapped (blue-detuned peak) in the lattice [40, 41].

The simulation and auxiliary analysis does not reproduce the sharp central peak in

the experimental spectrum.

To determine the frequency of the transition, I fit the smoothed, averaged spec-

tral line in Figure 4.3a to a triple-Gaussian. To eliminate most of the trap-induced

systematic shifts, I take the mean of the center locations of the outermost peaks.

Assuming a perfect optical lattice, the outermost peaks correspond to equal but

opposite extremum light shifts from the unperturbed Rydberg-Rydberg transition.

Therefore, the mean provides a measurement of the transition line center νmeas with

much-reduced light shift. Results are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Third-harmonic drive. (a) Population in 53S1/2 as a function of funda-
mental lattice modulation frequency Ω, detuned from the measured central frequency
νmeas, which is consistent with the third sub-harmonic of the expected transition en-
ergy interval (see Table 4.1). Data are a smoothed average of 10 scans with 200
measurements per frequency step. Error bars, standard error of the mean (SEM).
Red curve, triple-Gaussian fit. Vertical black line, line center. Black dashed line,
center location of a two-photon microwave spectroscopy measurement (black curve).
Inset, simulation results. (b) Peak 53S1/2 population as a function of modulation
strength Vµ. For each data point, 6-10 scans are taken. Vertical (horizontal) error
bars, peak height (Vπ) uncertainty. Red curve, proportional to the square of the q = 3
curve in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3b shows the dependence of the 53S1/2 excited-state population on mod-

ulation strength Vµ/Vπ. The behavior qualitatively agrees with the square of the

Rabi frequency for the q = 3 curve in Figure 4.2, plotted for comparison. In par-

ticular, significant excited-state populations only occur beyond a threshold value of

Vµ/Vπ ≈ 0.6. Figure 4.3b reinforces that the spectrum in Figure 4.3a is due to the

nonlinear q = 3 component of the lattice modulation.

In the context of high-precision spectroscopy, a low relative uncertainty ∆ν/ν is

desired. Therefore, if the measurement uncertainty ∆ν is unchanged, a lower relative

uncertainty can be attained by driving transitions at higher frequencies ν. To reach

higher-frequency transitions, I drive transitions at higher q. Figure 4.4 displays the
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Figure 4.4: Fifth-harmonic drive. Population in 56S1/2 as a function of funda-
mental lattice modulation frequency Ω, detuned from the measured central frequency
νmeas, which is consistent with the fifth sub-harmonic of the expected transition en-
ergy interval (see Table 4.1). Data are displayed for Rydberg atoms prepared at
lattice potential (a) minima (b) maxima. Data are a smoothed average of (a) 18 (b)
10 scans, 200 measurements each. Error bars, SEM. Red curve, double-Gaussian fit.
Vertical black line, line center. Insets, simulation results.

ponderomotive transition |54S1/2〉 → |56S1/2〉, which has D56S
54S = 0.08, via the fifth

harmonic (q = 5). The spectra in Figures 4.4a and b are reproduced accurately by

the simulations (insets). As before, the red-detuned (blue-detuned) peak is mostly

due to atoms that are anti-trapped (trapped) in the lattice. Here, I demonstrate

the relation between Rydberg-atom position and light-shift polarity by preparing the

Rydberg atoms either near a potential minimum (Figure 4.4a), which results in mostly

trapped atoms with positive light shifts; or maximum (Figure 4.4b), which results in

mostly anti-trapped atoms with negative light shifts [27].

To determine the line center, I fit the spectra in Figures 4.4a and b to double-

Gaussian functions. The mean of the center locations of the peaks yields a mea-

surement in which the systematic light shifts mostly cancel. Table 4.1 contains the

results. The q = 5 transition in Figure 4.4 has a transition frequency of about

94.4 GHz. Hence, this scheme approaches the sub-THz regime, which is important

for improving ∆ν/ν in precision frequency measurements. Specifically, ∼ 94 GHz is
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the frequency of the transition that will be measured with high precision to obtain

a new value of the Rydberg constant (Chapter VIII). With this demonstration of

utilizing harmonics of the lattice modulation to drive Rydberg-Rydberg transitions,

I have proven the suitability of this method for the Rydberg constant measurement.

4.2.2 Magic conditions in a modulated lattice

Magic-wavelength lattices play an important role because they allow for probing

atoms in a light trap while avoiding systematic line-shifts due to the trap [1]. In

a ponderomotive lattice, a magic condition occurs when a Rydberg atom becomes

comparable in size to the lattice period, detailed in Appendix B. The lattice-induced

shifts of certain upper and lower Rydberg levels are nearly the same [37] and cancel

in the measured transition frequency. For Rb nS1/2 atoms in a 1064-nm lattice,

this occurs for lower- and upper-level principal quantum numbers symmetric about

69.5. Furthermore, for principal quantum numbers between n = 66− 73, the sign of

the effective polarizability of the atoms is reversed, indicating that Rydberg atoms

are attracted to lattice-field maxima. This case differs from the more typical case

where Rydberg atoms are attracted to field minima. This topic is also detailed in

Appendix B.

Figure 4.5 displays the results of driving the magic transition |69S1/2〉 → |70S1/2〉,

for which D70S
69S = 0.13, at the fundamental frequency (q = 1). The trap depths (light

shifts) for both states are about the same (2.2% of the free-electron ponderomotive

trap depth). The magic condition results in a lineshape that is symmetric and has a

narrow central feature. These characteristics are well-reproduced by the simulation

(inset). To determine the line center, I fit the central feature, expected to have

nearly-zero systematic light shift, to a single Gaussian. This measurement has 2 kHz

statistical uncertainty (see Table 4.1).

In Figure 4.6 I show a combination of both magic and nonlinear ponderomotive
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Figure 4.5: Magic condition, fundamental. Population in 70S1/2 as a function
of fundamental lattice modulation frequency Ω, detuned from the measured central
frequency νmeas, which is consistent with the expected transition energy interval (see
Table 4.1). Data are a smoothed average of 18 scans, 200 measurements each. Error
bars, SEM. Red curve, single-Gaussian fit. Vertical black line, line center. Black
dashed line, center location of a two-photon microwave spectroscopy measurement
(black curve).

spectroscopy, which has the greatest potential to improve ∆ν/ν. Here, the magic

transition |68S1/2〉 → |71S1/2〉 (which has D71S
68S = 0.08) is driven via the third har-

monic (q = 3). The trap depths for these states are both approximately 2.0% of the

free-electron ponderomotive trap depth. The lineshapes are reproduced well by sim-

ulations (insets). In Figure 4.6a, Rydberg atoms are prepared at trapping potential

minima and a narrow central peak is observed, the location of which agrees very well

with the result of a two-photon microwave spectroscopy measurement (also shown).

This peak is largely due to trapped atoms, which experience a Rabi frequency that is

approximately fixed in phase throughout the atom-field interaction time. This leads

to a large pulse area and a central peak at zero detuning.

Other spectral features observed in Figure 4.6 are attributed to the effect of atoms

passing over the shallow lattice wells, because of which the position-dependent Rabi

frequency then flips sign at the lattice inflection points. For example, in Figure 4.6b,

atoms are prepared at lattice potential maxima. From here, the atoms are likely

to traverse several wells during the interaction time, resulting in several flips of the

Rabi-frequency sign. This leads to a rotary-echo-like effect [31] (i.e. small net pulse
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Figure 4.6: Magic condition, third harmonic. Population in 71S1/2 as a function
of fundamental lattice modulation frequency Ω, detuned from the measured peak
frequency νmeas, which is consistent with the third sub-harmonic of the expected
transition energy interval (see Table 4.1). Data are a smoothed average of (a) 12 (b)
5 scans, 200 measurements each. Error bars, SEM. Red curve, single-Gaussian fit.
Vertical black line, line center. (a) Lattice not inverted. Black dashed line, center
location of a two-photon microwave spectroscopy measurement (black curve). (b)
Lattice inverted.

area and transition probability). A small non-zero detuning (partially) negates the

echo effect, leading to the central dip observed in Figure 4.6b. Likewise, the small

oscillations near the central peak in Figure 4.5 (and to a lesser extent in Figure 4.6)

are also due to the interplay between consecutive Rabi-frequency sign-flips at the

lattice inflection points and the detuning-induced phase, which cause the detuning-

dependent oscillations. These motional effects are complex and require numerical

analysis to solve for exact solutions describing the atom-field interaction. I therefore

explore the problem numerically in Chapter V.

Because both Figures 4.5 and 4.6 correspond to a magic condition, the respective

frequency measurements, based on the central peaks, are expected to have nearly-

zero light shift. In both cases, the symmetry of the lineshapes agrees with expec-
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qνmeas(GHz) νth(GHz) 2ν2p(GHz)

52S 1
2
→53S 1

2
54.693423(15) 54.693577(5) 54.693556(6)

q=3 [2.7×10−7] [9×10−8] [1×10−7]

54S 1
2
→56S 1

2
a. 94.370915(15) 94.371060(8)

q=5 [1.6×10−7] [8×10−8]

b. 94.370955(15) 94.371060(8)
[1.6×10−7] [8×10−8]

69S 1
2
→70S 1

2
22.509226(2) 22.509227(1) 22.509226(2)

q=1 [9×10−8] [4×10−8] [9×10−8]

68S 1
2
→71S 1

2
a. 67.588473(2) 67.589048(4) 67.588478(1)

q=3 [3×10−8] [6×10−8] [1×10−8]

b. 67.589046(9) 67.589048(4)
[1×10−7] [6×10−8]

Table 4.1: Summary of results. All measurement uncertainties, statistical. Transi-
tions below the double-line table divider are magic. Quantities in brackets are ∆ν/ν.
Here, νmeas represents measurements performed via ponderomotive spectroscopy, νth

represents theoretically-expected results, and ν2p represents measurements performed
via traditional microwave spectroscopy. See text for details.

tations, as outlined in Appendix B. The ≈ 200 kHz discrepancy observed between

Figures 4.6a and b is attributed to differing residual electric fields, causing different

systematic DC shifts between the data sets (which were taken on different days).

In both Figures 4.5 and 4.6 the central peaks in the lattice-modulation spectra

and the peaks in the two-photon reference spectra are at Fourier-limited resolution.

Therefore, precision measurements made via magic-condition ponderomotive spec-

troscopy and traditional microwave spectroscopy can have similar spectral resolution.

However, nonlinear ponderomotive spectroscopy permits access to a wider variety of

typically-forbidden transitions at high frequencies.

4.2.3 Summary of results

Table 4.1 summarizes the transition frequencies (qνmeas) measured in the mod-

ulated lattice, the expected transition frequencies (νth) calculated using quantum
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defects from Reference [55], and the reference measurements (2ν2p) obtained via two-

photon microwave spectroscopy in the absence of a lattice. The terms in brackets

represent ∆ν/ν for each frequency value. Overall, agreement is quite satisfactory.

Statistically significant shifts in the measured results from the calculated values are

negative, indicating possible Stark shifts due to residual DC electric fields. In the

magic-condition cases, the statistical uncertainty in qνmeas is on the same order as the

uncertainty in 2ν2p.

The data presented in this chapter shows that in magic-lattice spectroscopy on

trapped atoms the statistical uncertainties are transform-limited. Therefore, nonlin-

ear magic-condition ponderomotive spectroscopy improves the relative uncertainty

∆ν/ν by increasing ν by a factor of q. For a given atom-field interaction time tint and

transform-limited transitions, ∆ν/ν improves from ≈ 1/(tintνmeas) to ≈ 1/(qtintνmeas).

With improved stray electric field control, the modulated lattice should be suitable for

precision measurement of (dipole-forbidden) atomic transitions at high frequencies.

In this chapter, I have presented ponderomotive spectroscopy of Rydberg atoms

by employing higher harmonics of the lattice modulation. The nonlinearity intrin-

sic to the lattice modulation has allowed access to transition frequencies ν near the

sub-THz regime, with the potential to exceed that limit, using modulation sources

that are much lower in frequency. Using magic lattices, I have demonstrated Fourier-

limited spectral lines with a small ∆ν, as well as reduced light shifts. Being able to

access sub-THz atomic transitions with low ∆ν and free from light shifts will improve

the relative uncertainty (∆ν/ν) of transition frequency measurements. Applications

include precision measurement of atomic characteristics [28] and physical constants,

especially the design for the new Rydberg constant measurement presented in Chap-

ter VIII.
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CHAPTER V

Classical Motion in a Modulated Lattice - A

Theoretical Study

The unique effects of atomic motion in ponderomotive spectroscopy make this

spectroscopy an excellent choice for precision frequency measurements, in both the

classical- and quantum-motion regimes. In the classical-motion regime, the unique

nature of the atom-field spatial coupling leads to narrow, sub-Doppler features in an

excited-state spectrum.

Previous theoretical work has examined the inelastic ponderomotive interaction

between a dynamically-modulated optical standing wave and a stationary Rydberg

atom [43]. In this chapter, I describe theoretical work that accounts for atomic motion

within a cold atom sample. In Chapter III and Chapter IV, I showed experimentally

that first-order, even-parity (|l′−l| = 0, 2, . . . ) Rydberg transitions could be driven by

the ponderomotive interaction acting on Rydberg atoms trapped at lattice intensity

minima. Here, I show theoretically that, for magic-condition lattices, the inclusion

of atomic motion does not broaden the central resonance line for these even-parity

transitions, as would be expected in traditional first-order dipole-field spectroscopy.

Equally significant, I demonstrate that atomic motion also enables odd-parity (|l′ −

l| = 1, 3, . . . ) transitions to be strongly driven using this scheme, a phenomenon not

predicted in stationary-atom calculations.
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5.1 Model

In the semi-classical model presented here, I employ a two-level atom (basis set

{|1〉, |2〉}) in the interaction picture. As introduced in Chapter I, field-induced cou-

pling between the two levels can be described by a Rabi frequency written in phasor

form, χ(t) = χ̃eiδt, where δ is the detuning of the field frequency from the |1〉→ |2〉

resonance (explicitly defined below) and χ̃ is a real-valued amplitude. The probabil-

ity of excitation to state |2〉 can be determined by solving a set of coupled-amplitude

equations, which incorporate χ(t) (see for example, Subsection 5.2.2 below).

The full atom-field interaction Hamiltonian introduced in Chapter III is given by

Vint =
1

2me

(
2 |e|A · p + e2A ·A

)
, (5.1)

where once again, p is the Rydberg electron’s momentum operator, and A is the

vector potential of the light field. When the A · p term is used to describe the in-

teraction of a mobile atom having velocity v with a field having wavenumber kΩ,

the well-known Doppler effect emerges, such that the Rabi frequency is expressed as

χ(t) = χ̃ei(δ+kΩ·v)t. Averaging the resulting detuning-dependent excitation probabil-

ity over the thermal velocity distribution of an atomic sample leads to a Doppler-

broadened and -shifted spectral profile.

On the other hand, as demonstrated below, spectroscopy using the A ·A (pon-

deromotive) term features the emergence of sub-Doppler spectral-line profiles, with

widths independent of the thermal distribution of the sample. As described in the

previous chapters, Rydberg-Rydberg transitions are driven using this spectroscopy

by introducing a substantial spatial variation of the field intensity within the volume

of the atom and by dynamically modulating the intensity at the transition frequency

between the coupled states.

Using a semi-classical model, I assume an ideal one-dimensional standing wave
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along the z-direction, amplitude-modulated at a microwave frequency qΩ (q is an

integer). As shown in Reference [43] and Appendix A, the interaction Hamiltonian

coupling an atom in a bound Rydberg state |1〉 = |n, l,m〉 to a bound Rydberg state

|2〉 = |n′, l′,m′〉 in a two-level system is expressed by

V 2
1 = Vp

[
1

2
+

∞∑
q=1,3,...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

]
×

 ∞∑
p=|l′−l|,|l′−l|+2,...

(2k)p

p!
(−1)(p+σ)/2(rp

e)
n′,l′

n,l (cosp θe)
l′,m′

l,m


 cos(2kz̃) + δ0,p p even

sin(2kz̃) p odd
,

(5.2)

where σ = 0 (σ = 1) for even (odd) |l′ − l| transitions. Note that the variable p

describes the parity of a transition. For example, p= |l′ − l|= 2 describes an even-

parity transition between an initial state with angular-momentum l and a final state

with angular momentum l′=±2.

Here, as in previous chapters, Vp is the free-electron ponderomotive potential

e2|E0|2/(4meω
2
L), E0 is the peak electric-field amplitude of the optical standing wave,

k = (ω ± qΩ)/c ≈ ω/c is the wavenumber of the optical beams constructing the

standing wave, z̃ is the instantaneous center-of-mass location of the Rydberg atom

(origin coincident with a standing-wave intensity maximum), and re and θe are the ra-

dial and polar relative coordinates, respectively, of the Rydberg electron with respect

to the atomic core. The first term in brackets contains the parameters for dynamic

amplitude modulation using an electro-optic modulator with an offset voltage set to

Vπ/2. The voltage ratio Vµ/Vπ controls the modulation amplitude around the offset

(see Appendix A for details).

In this model, the fundamental modulation frequency q = 1 is selected. Detun-

ing is defined as δ = Ω0 − Ω, where Ω0 is the resonance frequency of the |1〉 → |2〉
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transition. Throughout this chapter, δ represents an angular frequency unless ex-

plicitly expressed in units of Hz. The rotating-wave approximation is employed, and

Equation 5.2 is re-written in the form V 2
1 = ~χ(t) to obtain

χ(t) =
X

2
ei(δt+π

2
)

 cos(2kz̃) p even

sin(2kz̃) p odd
. (5.3)

This expression has been derived following the procedure presented in Appendix A,

in which non-contributing DC terms have been omitted and

X =
Vp

~
J1

(
πVµ

Vπ

) ∞∑
p=|l′−l|,|l′−l|+2,...

(2k)p

p!
(−1)(p+σ)/2(rp

e)
n′,l′

n,l (cosp θe)
l′,m′

l,m

 . (5.4)

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Center-of-mass motion

To introduce center-of-mass motion of the atom relative to the standing wave, the

ideal case is assumed wherein the atomic trajectory is along the standing-wave axis

during the interaction time τ . The atomic center-of-mass velocity v is perturbed as the

atom moves through the sinusoidal lattice potential and satisfies the coupled equations

˙̃z(t) = v(t) and v̇(t) = Vavk
M

sin(2kz̃(t)). Here, M is the atomic mass, and Vav is the

average potential depth for states |1〉 and |2〉, given by Vav ≈ 1
2
(〈V 2

2 (z̃)〉+ 〈V 1
1 (z̃)〉),

and the angled brackets indicate a time average. Experimentally, this value is set

near Vav =10 MHz for Rydberg atoms with a mean temperature T =100 µK [27]. I

use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to solve these coupled equations.

In Figures 5.1e and 5.1j, for example, I show one-dimensional velocity trajecto-

ries seeded with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of initial velocities and an initial

position of z0 = λ/4, at a lattice intensity minimum. In a case such as Figure 5.1e,
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many trajectories approach a harmonic-motion limit, whereas in Figure 5.1j, many

trajectories approach a constant-motion limit.

5.2.2 Coupled-amplitude equations

In these simulations, the coupled-amplitude equations for the basis set {|1〉, |2〉}

satisfy the following as dt→ 0:

c1(t+ dt) = c1(t)−
i

2
Xe−i(δt+π/2)c2(t)dt

 cos(2kz̃) |l′−l| even

sin(2kz̃) |l′−l| odd
, (5.5)

and

c2(t+ dt) = c2(t)−
i

2
Xei(δt+π/2)c1(t)dt

 cos(2kz̃) |l′−l| even

sin(2kz̃) |l′−l| odd
. (5.6)

In Figures 5.1 through 5.3, it is assumed that the atom-field interaction has a

temporal Gaussian envelope with a full-width-half-max of τ . The excited-state popu-

lation |c2(τ)|2 is calculated using Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6 for a range of initial

velocities v0 and positions z0. To obtain 〈|c2(τ)|2〉, a weighted average of |c2(τ)|2

over v0 is performed, using a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. A uniform average

over initial position z0 is also performed, using the range λ/8 ≤ z0 ≤ 3λ/8. Unless

otherwise specified, X/2 = (π/2)/τ , such that the full interaction time in the limit of

v → 0 yields a π-pulse.
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Figure 5.1: Excited-state spectra as a function of detuning δ for T = 100 µK,
τ = 20 µs. (a)-(e) Vav=2500 kHz. (f)-(j) Vav=25 kHz. (a),(f) Even-parity and (b),(g)
odd-parity cases spanning -10λ/32 ≤ z0 ≤ 8λ/32. (c),(h) Even-parity and (d),(i) odd-
parity cases averaged over λ/8 ≤ z0 ≤ 3λ/8. (e),(j) Sample atom trajectories relative
to the standing-wave intensity pattern. These results show the attainment of odd-
parity transitions, as well as the preservation of narrow central spectral-line features
in the limit of a shallow lattice.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Numerical results

The spatial dependence in the Rabi amplitude, given by χ̃ = (X/2) cos(2kz̃) or

χ̃ = (X/2) sin(2kz̃) in Equation 5.3, is a unique feature of A·A (ponderomotive) spec-
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Figure 5.2: Excited-state spectra as a function of detuning δ, averaged over
v0 and z0, for T = 1 µK, τ = 20 µs, even-parity case. (a) Vav=2500 kHz. (b)
Vav=25 kHz. See text for details.

troscopy. For example, spectroscopy using the A ·p interaction commonly contains a

spatial dependence in the phase of the Rabi frequency, but not the amplitude. Because

I am considering mobile atoms with a time-dependent position z̃(t), the resulting pon-

deromotive Rabi frequency then has, in general, both a time-dependent amplitude and

phase. This characteristic leads to coupled-amplitude equations (Equation 5.5 and

Equation 5.6) for which analytical solutions do not exist. Therefore, I have solved

the coupled-amplitude equations exactly using the numerical methods outlined above.

The atomic center-of-mass motion has been treated classically, which is a reasonable

treatment for cold atoms trapped in a deep lattice (as is the case with Vav = 2500 kHz,

used in many of the simulations). For the case of Vav = 25 kHz, the other lattice
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Figure 5.3: Excited-state spectra as a function of detuning δ, averaged over
v0 and z0, for τ = 1000 µs, Vav=25 kHz, even-parity case. Note that the
horizontal axes differ in scale. (a) T = 100 µK. (b) T = 1 µK. The insets show
Fourier-limited central lines at this long interaction time τ , differing only by signal
strength (due to differing atom temperatures).

depth used in the simulations, Vav is only about three times the recoil energy, and

so classical-motion results must be compared with quantized-motion results at that

lattice depth.

In Figures 5.1a, b, f and g, excited-state population is mapped as a function of

detuning δ on the x-axis and initial position z0 on the y-axis, averaged over the

Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution for the mean atom-ensemble temperature

listed in the figure caption. Spectral lines are displayed below the population maps,

depicting a uniform average of the initial position over the range λ/8 ≤ z0 ≤ 3λ/8

(representing atoms distributed in a lattice potential well).
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Two key features arise from these numerical solutions. The first feature is a

Fourier-limited spectral line centered at δ=0 for the case of even-parity transitions,

which are displayed in the plots on the left side of Figure 5.1. As shown in Sub-

section 5.3.3 below, one way to interpret this velocity-independent linewidth is by

examining resonances induced by harmonic-like atomic motion in the lattice well.

In that case, it will be shown that the frequencies introduced into the atomic rest

frame by the harmonic-like motion are not dependent on velocity and therefore the

resonance line is not inhomogeneously broadened by an average over velocity classes.

Another way to interpret the prominent height of the Fourier-limited spectral line

at δ = 0, especially for atoms with z0 = λ/4, is by considering a unique feature of

ponderomotive spectroscopy. Namely, for atoms that remain in a single lattice well

λ/8 ≤ z̃(t) ≤ 3λ/8 during the interaction time τ , the real part of the Rabi frequency

χ(t) has a constant sign (in this case, negative) during the entirety of the interaction

time, regardless of the specific details of the atomic motion. At δ = 0, this leads to a

steady population accumulation in the excited state (until saturation), as any atoms

in the well contribute to the net pulse area at the δ = 0 resonance. This constant

Rabi-frequency phase (i.e. the constant sign of the amplitude) for atoms that remain

in a single lattice well, regardless of the details of their motion, is a feature unique to

ponderomotive spectroscopy. At δ 6= 0, the problem becomes unsolvable analytically,

and the numerical results displayed here must be referenced.

The second key feature observed from the results in Figure 5.1 is the emergence

of spectral lines due to odd-parity transitions, displayed in the plots on the right

side of the figure. These spectral lines were unexpected. Stationary-atom calcula-

tions [43] had previously indicated that a frequency-modulated lattice, rather than

an amplitude-modulated lattice, would be required to drive odd-parity atomic tran-

sitions using the ponderomotive interaction. As shown in Subsection 5.3.3 below, one

way to interpret the emergence of these spectral lines is by showing that harmonic-like
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atomic motion in the lattice well introduces the needed frequency-sidebands onto the

lattice modulation in the rest frame of the atom.

Other even-parity results have been calculated for colder, 1-µK atoms (Figure 5.2)

and longer, 1-ms interaction times (Figure 5.3). The latter case is important because

it demonstrates a Fourier-limited spectral line at a long interaction time that ap-

proaches the interaction time (∼ 10 ms) that will be used for the Rydberg constant

measurement.

In the sections below, I make two approximations to the classical atomic mo-

tion in this system in an attempt to analytically interpret the multiple resonances

(multiple spectral lines) observed in the exact numerical results displayed in Fig-

ures 5.1 through 5.3.

5.3.2 Constant-motion approximation

Some features in the exact numerical results may be explained by atoms traveling

at a near-constant velocity (i.e. atoms for which the lattice potential induces only a

small perturbation on the atomic motion, as in Figure 5.1j). In this case, the instan-

taneous position of the atom, z̃(t), may be approximated as z̃(t) = z0 + v0t. Here, z0

represents initial position, and v0 represents a constant center-of-mass velocity.

Inserting z̃(t) = z0 + v0t into Equation 5.3 and selecting the even-parity case,

Equation 5.3 may be re-written as

χ(t) =
X

4

(
ei(2k(z0+v0t)+δt) + e−i(2k(z0+v0t)−δt)

)
, (5.7)

where the global phase has been neglected for simplicity.

By isolating terms in the sum (setting χ(t) equal to one term in the sum while

neglecting the other term), the resulting coupled-amplitude equations can be solved

analytically using the standard technique of finding the roots of the characteristic

equations for c1(t) and c2(t). This technique is outlined in Chapter 2 of Reference [6].
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It can then readily be shown that resonance conditions occur at δ = ±2kv0.

These two resonance conditions originate from the first-order Doppler effect. The dy-

namically amplitude-modulated standing-wave field can be re-framed as two pairs of

counter-propagating optical beams with frequencies ω1 = ω+Ω/2 and ω2 = ω−Ω/2.

As discussed in Chapter III, the atom interaction with this field can be viewed as

a difference-frequency (ω1 − ω2) inelastic scattering process from one beam into a

counter-propagating beam. Because there are effectively four fields (due to the two

frequencies and two beam directions), there are two resonances per velocity class,

regardless of direction.

For atomic ensemble temperatures of T =100 and 1 µK, the most probable first-

order Doppler resonances occur at δ = 322 and 32 kHz, respectively. Note that even

though Equation 5.7 was derived for even-parity transitions, these Doppler resonances

are the same for odd-parity transitions. Additionally, Equation 5.7 is inhomogeneous

with respect to velocity class. Therefore, upon averaging over the velocity distribu-

tion of the ensemble, line-broadening is observed at these resonances. These broad

resonance peaks are especially evident in Figures 5.1 and 5.3.

5.3.3 Harmonic-motion approximation

In contrast to these broad resonance peaks, the narrow spectral lines appearing in the

exact numerical results may be explained by the motion of atoms as it is governed

by the restoring force of the lattice potential. In the limit of a deep lattice, motion

in a lattice potential well is approximated by that of a harmonic oscillator. In other

words, the instantaneous center-of-mass position of the atom can be expressed as

z̃(t) = ζ sin(ωT t), with “trap” frequency ωT =
√

2Vavk2

M
and oscillation amplitude ζ

(defined below). In the rest frame of the atom, this periodic motion adds frequency-

modulation sidebands onto the amplitude-modulation frequency Ω.

For example, I examine the case of an even-parity transition with z0 = λ/4 by
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inserting the harmonic-motion approximation for z̃(t) into Equation 5.3. Then, Equa-

tion 5.3 may be re-written as

χ(t) =
X

2
eiδt cos(2kζ sin(ωT t))

=
X

2
eiδtJ0(2kζ) + eiδt

∞∑
n=1

J2n(2kζ)
(
ei2nωT t + e−i2nωT t

)
. (5.8)

Here, ζ =
√

Mv2
0

2Vav

1
k

is the amplitude of oscillation for z0 = λ/4 and some initial velocity

v0. The global phase has been omitted for simplicity. Using the same technique as

Subsection 5.3.2 to identify resonance conditions, it can be shown that resonances

occur at δ = 0 and δ = ±2nωT in this approximation.

For the examples of Vav = 2500 and 25 kHz used in this chapter, the n=1 trap-

frequency resonance occurs at δ = 288 and 28.8 kHz, respectively. These resonances

can be observed in the numerical results. In Figures 5.1f and g, these trap-induced

resonances appear on top of broad Doppler profiles and are somewhat distorted and

closer to the origin than predicted due to anharmonicity effects. In Figure 5.2a, the

sidebands are resolved from the carrier linewidth (centered at δ = 0), whereas in

Figure 5.2b, the sidebands are not resolved and increase the perceived linewidth of

the carrier. The amplitudes of the sidebands are dependent on v0, and in general on

z0. The resonance frequencies of the sidebands are dependent on ωT and also on the

harmonicity of the trap. Averaging over the initial velocities and positions of atoms

in an ensemble introduces inhomogeneous broadening to the sidebands only due to

differing degrees of anharmonicity.

For the odd-parity case, a similar procedure may be used to reveal resonances at

δ = ±(2n−1)ωT . Here, n=1 trap-frequency resonances occur at δ = 144 and 14.4 kHz

for trap depths of Vav = 2500 and 25 kHz, respectively. These resonances can be seen

as sharp spectral lines in Figure 5.1. The spectral lines are slightly distorted from
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symmetric, Fourier-limited line profiles due to anharmonicity effects. Therefore, the

interaction of an amplitude-modulated standing wave and a Rydberg atom possessing

harmonic-like motion opens up the possibility of driving odd-parity transitions, by

way of introducing frequency-modulation sidebands in the rest frame of the atom.

It should be stressed that the resonances derived in this section and the last section

are the results of approximations. To examine the exact solution to the coupled-

amplitude equations listed in Subsection 5.2.2, the numerical results presented in

Figures 5.1 through 5.3 must be utilized.

5.4 Outlook

The numerical results presented in this chapter are based on a semi-classical model.

Ongoing work is being done to investigate quantized center-of-mass motion in this

system, to determine whether transitions may be driven between motional states in

a lattice via the ponderomotive interaction. Future experimental work will also in-

vestigate using the lattice-modulation scheme described in this dissertation to drive

odd-parity transitions, an exciting prediction of the work presented in this chapter.

Finally, the proposed Rydberg-constant measurement experiment described in Chap-

ter VIII will utilize the Doppler-free, δ = 0 feature of even-parity transitions driven

via ponderomotive spectroscopy to drive a Rydberg-Rydberg transition from which

a new measurement of the Rydberg constant will be extracted.

In the next two chapters, I shift focus and discuss the design work and experimen-

tal results for a precision measurement that utilized a different kind of spectroscopy,

microwave spectroscopy, to drive Rydberg-Rydberg transitions.
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CHAPTER VI

System Design for Precision THz Spectroscopy of

Rydberg Atoms

In this chapter, I describe the overall design process for a cold-atom system that

I designed and built over the course of nine months. This ultra-high-vacuum cham-

ber and optics system was designed to perform multi-purpose, cutting-edge precision

spectroscopy experiments with Rydberg atoms, with a focus on THz-based measure-

ments.

This system is not the Rydberg-constant measurement system (which is presented

in Chapter VIII). Rather, it is a set-up for auxiliary precision-measurement experi-

ments. However, the first experiment done in this chamber was a precision measure-

ment to lay further groundwork for the Rydberg constant measurement, as described

in the next chapter.

First, I will briefly outline the cooling and trapping mechanism in this cold-atom

system. Then, I will describe design features of the in-vacuum electrode package that

are especially unique or significant for future precision-measurement experiments.
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6.1 Atom cooling and trapping

A photo of the main vacuum chamber is displayed in Figure 6.1e. This two-MOT

system utilizes a primary MOT stage (not shown) to both reduce the initially-hot ve-

locity of atoms and shield the final cold-atom sample from untrapped hot atoms. In

this system, I designed the primary MOT stage to be a pyramidal atom-beam MOT,

which is a variant of a LVIS (“low-velocity intense source of atoms”) [63]. This is a

fairly common, robust design in which a large-diameter (about 2 inches), circularly-

polarized laser beam is directed onto an in-vacuum square-pyramidal, concave mirror.

The mirror has a small (1-2 mm) aperture at its center. With the addition of external

anti-Helmholtz coils, hot (&300 m/s) atoms from a nearby rubidium (Rb) dispenser

are cooled via radiation pressure and compressed transversely. In the direction or-

thogonal to the mirror, there is a radiation pressure imbalance due to the aperture.

Therefore, cooled atoms traverse through the aperture into the main chamber, where

they are once again captured in a traditional six-beam MOT, the design process for

which was described in Chapter III.

6.2 In-vacuum electrode package

For precision measurements, the ability to control electric fields in three dimen-

sions is critical to avoid unwanted Stark shifts in atomic energy-interval measure-

ments. This is best accomplished by enclosing a cold-atom sample within an electrode

package (Figures 6.1d and f), which is itself mounted inside the (grounded) vacuum

chamber.

6.2.1 Plate electrodes

I designed the package with three pairs of orthogonal plates, the DC voltages of

which can be controlled independently. To increase the versatility of the package,
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Figure 6.1: THz spectroscopy vacuum system design. (a)-(d) AutoCAD designs
for the vacuum system. (e)-(g) Photos of the finished system. (a),(b),(e) Assembled
system displaying the main vacuum chamber, which features large re-entrant windows
for close optical and THz access to the spectroscopy region from outside vacuum. In
(b), the handle of the retractable needle electrode is displayed mounted to the bot-
tom of the chamber. (c) Side view of the electrode package, picturing the needle
electrode in its retracted position. (d),(f) Close-up view of the three-dimensional
electrode package. In the AutoCAD design, blue represents aluminum material, or-
ange represents machinable ceramic, and green represents screws (the heads of which
are electrically insulated from the electrode plates). (g) Photo of the needle electrode.

I also included the ability to generate radio frequencies (RF) (100-MHz-range) in-

vacuum by applying opposing RF phases to the two plate electrodes along the y-

direction (as defined in Figure 6.1d).

The geometry of this electrode package was constrained by a number of consider-

ations. A major constraint was the dimensions of the vacuum chamber, which had an

∼11-cm inner diameter. The plates of the package also required apertures to permit
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optical access to the cold-atom sample for MOT light (1-2 cm), Rydberg-preparation

laser beams, and THz probe waves, as well as an aperture to permit the passage

of electrons from the probe region to the MCP for detection. Finally, to make this

a multi-purpose system, I included an in-vacuum retractable needle electrode (see

Subsection 6.2.2), for which an additional, small aperture in a plate electrode was

needed.

These geometrical requirements were further constrained by the need to generate

(1) high voltage for detection via state-selective field ionization (SSFI) and (2) a

homogeneous electric field at the location of the atoms. The first constraint was an

issue because the voltage source used to generate SSFI voltage ramps is limited to

a maximum output of about ±450 V by internal high-voltage operational amplifiers,

which represent state-of-the-art models. The classical ionization field for Rydberg

atoms goes as 1/n2 (Equation 1.6), and a range of n= 30 to n= 70 is desired. For

detection of n≈30 atoms, ionization fields of ∼ 400 V/cm will be needed. Therefore,

ionization electrode plates could be separated by no further than a few cm (assuming

a differential voltage of 900 V). In the final design, the plate separation was 3 cm.

The second constraint was an issue because the apertures in the plates could lead

to unwanted fringe effects and field gradients in the center of the package. To address

this, I simulated my AutoCAD model using a finite-element analysis. In Figure 6.2,

I display the results. The figure shows bisections of the electrode package by two

orthogonal planes, defined by the coordinate axes in the figure. The x−y plane gives

the same result as the x − z plane due to symmetry (neglecting small differences in

aperture sizes). It can be seen from the figure that the contour lines are nearly linear

(and thus field divergence is small) within the center (0.5 cm)2-region of each 2-D plot

(red rectangle), which is a reasonable region in which to generate the (. mm-scale)

MOT. Therefore, this electrode package design is suitable for applications requiring

field homogeneity, such as field zeroing (see Chapter II).
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Figure 6.2: Simulations of the electric field in the spectroscopy region due
to the plate electrodes. These simulations indicate that with the electrode design,
the field is approximately linear in the center of the electrode package (the location
of the atoms). The blue and yellow regions represent electrode plates held at fixed
voltages of +1 V and -1 V, respectively. Typical voltages applied for field-zeroing are
1-2 orders of magnitude less than this. The contour lines have a 0.1 V spacing. The
overlaid arrows indicate the magnitude and direction of the resulting electric field.
The red rectangles outline the center (0.5 cm)2-regions of each contour plot. The
contour plots show results from planes bisecting the electrode package, as defined by
the coordinate axes in (a) and (b).

6.2.2 Needle electrode for THz imaging

The final piece in the electrode package is a retractable needle electrode, shown

in Figures 6.1b and g. This needle electrode represents the opposite end of the field-

homogeneity spectrum from plate electrodes. The needle electrode provides an option

for experiments in which strong field gradients [64] or radiation amplification effects

are desired. The electrode is a beryllium copper needle with a 125-µm-diameter tip.

The electrode may be extended to slightly beyond the center of the electrode package

(the location of the atoms) and may be retracted back beyond the plate electrode

surface. The needle electrode has been positioned opposite the MCP aperture so

that it can be used in a charge-imaging detection scheme if desired. In this way,

when a high voltage is applied to the needle, it acts as an effective point source.

When Rydberg atoms are ionized, the charges follow the diverging field lines to the
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MCP, forming a magnified image and preserving their original location [64]. Future

experiments could use this feature to spatially map microscopic Rydberg-Rydberg

interactions or for THz imaging. In THz imaging, passive (e.g. blackbody radiation)

or active THz radiation could be used to image a source onto a cold Rydberg-atom

sample, which itself acts as a very sensitive, position-dependent detector.

6.3 Outlook

In addition to THz imaging, an ongoing project in this system is exploring Rydberg-

Rydberg molecules formed from atoms in opposite-parity Rydberg states.

In the next chapter, I describe an experiment I completed in this system in which

I performed a high-precision measurement of the quantum defect of a high-angular-

momentum state in Rb. The technique used for that measurement can be replicated to

measure other high-angular-momentum-state defects. Together, these measurements

are required to extract a more precise value of the Rb core polarizability (introduced

in Chapter I), which is currently one of the dominant uncertainties in our future

Rydberg constant measurement (Chapter VIII).
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CHAPTER VII

Precision Measurement of Rb ng-series Quantum

Defect using sub-THz Radiation

7.1 Introduction

In an alkali atom such as rubidium (Rb), the interaction between the ionic core of

the atom and the valence electron depresses the energy levels of the valence electron

below the expected hydrogenic levels, resulting in a quantum defect (see Chapter I).

In cold-atom precision spectroscopy, alkali species are commonly used in place of

hydrogen because alkali atoms are easier to laser-cool, due to a lower recoil energy

and near-infrared cooling transition. Therefore, it is imperative to precisely quantify

the quantum defects for alkali-species atoms. In this chapter, I present the results

of a measurement of the high-angular-momentum ng-series quantum defect of Rb.

For electrons in high-angular-momentum states, the quantum defect is dominated

by the polarizability of the ionic core, which may be extracted from high-angular-

momentum defect measurements. In the most recent experimental measurement of

the ng-series quantum defect, microwave spectroscopy of nd→(n+1)g transitions [19]

was performed, whereas I use sub-THz spectroscopy to measure ng→ (n+2)g tran-

sitions in a field-free environment. This two-photon transition depends only on one

set of quantum defects. I measure the ng-series δ0 and δ2 quantum defects of 85Rb
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with a precision improved by one order of magnitude each, better characterizing this

hydrogen-like species for future precision measurements.

7.2 Methods
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Figure 7.1: Sketch of the experimental set-up. (a) Electrode, laser, and
microwave-horn configuration. The two y-electrodes present in the experiment are
not pictured. (b) Level diagram of excitation scheme. (c) Experimental Stark map
demonstrating the preparation of 39g population. Black indicates high (> 40) Ryd-
berg counts per detection cycle. The preparation consists of optical excitation of a
DC-field-perturbed ng state (red squiggly line) and subsequent ramping of the DC
field to zero (black arrow). (d) Partial timing diagram of experiment. Full experi-
mental period is 5 ms and includes MOT loading time, not pictured here.

In Figure 7.1a I show the experimental set-up. Atoms are laser-cooled and trapped

in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). During each experimental cycle, I prepare atoms

in an initial Rydberg ng state via an on-resonant three-stage optical excitation under

simultaneous application of a perturbative DC electric field. The weak DC field
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admixes a small nf character into the ng state, allowing the single-photon 5d→ng

optical transition (Figures 7.1b and d). As can be seen from the experimental Stark

map example shown in Figure 7.1c, significant population is obtained in the initial

Rydberg ng state, well-isolated from the neighboring nh state and the hydrogenic

manifold. After state preparation, the perturbative DC electric field is adiabatically

lowered (Figure 7.1d) to the pre-determined zero-field value, thereby producing a

sample of pure ng-state atoms. Next, a rectangular microwave pulse is applied for

τ=40 µs, driving the ng-state atoms into the (n+2)g state. The microwave frequency

is scanned across resonance and the (n+2)g target-state population is detected via

SSFI (see Chapter II).

In the microwave system, microwaves are first generated in a synthesizer (Agilent

N5183A). Next, they are frequency-quadrupled in an active frequency multiplier (Nor-

den Millimeter N14-4680). Finally, because this multiplier accepts a limited range of

input power from the generator, the output intensity at the location of the atoms is

either increased or attenuated by removing or inserting a waveguide or layers of at-

tenuating foam. I monitor the response of the atoms by taking a data series in which I

systematically vary the power output from the synthesizer. For each of these “power”

series, I apply an intensity range such that the signal amplitude is indiscernible from

the noise floor up until the signal is severely broadened or until I have spanned the

available multiplier input range.

I measure the sub-THz energy intervals for four choices of n. For each interval,

I take six data series. Five of the series are to evaluate systematics, as outlined

in the following sections, and the final, longer data series is averaged to produce a

measurement result with low statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 7.2: Statistical average of final data set for the 40g→42g transition.
Black squares, fraction of atoms detected in 42g, detuned from νc (black line). The
statistical uncertainty on νc is less than the width of the black line. Uncertainty on the
final corrected interval frequency (gray region), listed in Table 7.2, reflects systematic
uncertainty. Error bars on data points, standard error of the mean (SEM). Red curve,
Lorentzian fit. In the figure, the systematic corrections exhibited in Table 7.1 have
not yet been applied to νc.

7.2.1 Statistical uncertainty evaluation

By averaging many data sets in the absence of systematic drift, I observe a Fourier-

limited sinc2-shaped spectral peak centered on resonance at νc (Figure 7.2). For the

microwave-interaction time τ , the expected Fourier-sideband zeros at m× 25 kHz (m

is a nonzero integer) coincide with local minima observed in the spectrum. However,

these sidebands are not well-resolved. Since a sideband-averaged sinc2 function ap-

proaches a Lorentzian, I perform each peak fit using a Lorentzian function. I achieve

a statistical uncertainty of the line centers on the 100-Hz level. Since the frequencies

νn1,n2 of the transition intervals (as defined in Equation 7.3) exceed 0.1 THz, this

amounts to a relative uncertainty of 10−9.

In order to achieve this precision, it was critical to lock the internal crystal oscilla-

tor of the microwave synthesizer to a factory-calibrated, external atomic clock (SRS

725) with a relative internal uncertainty of ±5× 10−11 (when not synchronized to a

GPS signal). The absolute instrument uncertainty for the measured ng→ (n+2)g
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frequency interval is ≈ 10 Hz. This instrument uncertainty is well below systematic

uncertainties.

The only exception is the 40g→42g frequency-interval measurement, for which I

used a different atomic clock (DATUM LPRO) because the SRS 725 was not available.

Maximum aging puts the LPRO relative clock uncertainty at 10−9, with unknown

calibration. I have determined the LPRO clock shift by beating the LPRO clock with

the calibrated SRS 725 used in the other data. I have determined that the LPRO

runs faster by a relative amount of 2.53×10−8, showing that a correction of the clock

shift is important. The frequency correction applied to the 40g→ 42g measurement

that results from the LPRO clock shift is explicitly listed in Table 7.1.

7.2.2 Systematic uncertainty evaluation

In this experiment, systematic uncertainties include shifts in the resonance fre-

quency due to atom perturbations, e.g. from external fields or other Rydberg atoms.

I have specifically chosen to probe ∆l=0 (∆j=0) transitions in order to eliminate

broadening due to the MOT or other external magnetic fields.

As described in Chapter VI, I have isolated the system such that static electric

fields are controlled in three directions (see Table 7.1). These field zeros are deter-

mined by varying the field direction in question while holding the other directions

static until a minimum shift of the transition ν is observed, determined by fitting the

measured center transition frequencies versus the DC tuning voltage to a parabola.

The uncertainty in the parabolic fit determines the resulting uncertainty in the resid-

ual DC Stark shift contributed by the direction in question.

I have timed the excitation sequence such that optical light is not present during

the measurement interval, eliminating optical AC Stark shifts (see Figure 7.1d).

The microwave intensities at the atom location are unknown due to nonlinearities

in the frequency multiplier and other unknowns in the system. For that reason, I have
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Figure 7.3: AC Stark shift analysis for the 38g→40g transition. This analysis
is representative of the procedure used for all measured transitions. (a) Power map
displaying synthesizer power as a function of interval frequency. Power broadening
is evident. (b) Plot of measured peak widths (wL; black squares, left axis) and
peak center-frequency shift (∆31; blue circles, right axis) versus synthesizer power.
Expected Fourier limit γF (red horizontal dashed line) ±50% (gray region) and 2γ13

(thick cyan line) are also displayed. Data points to the left of the vertical dashed
line contribute to 2γ13. (c) ∆2

31 as a linear function of w2
L − 4γ2

13. Black squares,
data points. Red line, linear fit. In (a)-(b), note that synthesizer output power is not
linearly proportional to microwave intensity at the location of the atoms. In (b)-(c),
∆31 is detuned from the final measured value in Table 7.2. All error bars, propagated
from standard errors of peak fits (Lorentzian model).

determined the AC Stark shift (and corresponding uncertainty) for each measured

transition by analyzing the relationship between the power-broadened peak width and

center frequency location as the microwave intensity is varied (Figure 7.3a). As the

full-width-half-maxima wL of the Lorentzian spectral profiles broaden as a function

of microwave power, microwave-induced AC Stark shifts of the transition frequency

∆31 become evident. I observe this relation experimentally (Figure 7.3b).

Using density matrix formalism [6] for a two-photon transition between lower

state |1〉 and upper state |3〉,
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∆31 =

(
β

κ

)√
γ3

γ13

(
w2

L − 4γ2
13

)1/2
. (7.1)

Here, β/κ represents the ratio between the AC Stark shifts of the transition (β) and

the two-photon state-coupling (κ),

β

κ
=

∑
m

(
|µ3m|2ωm3

ω2
0 − ω2

m3

− |µ1m|2ωm1

ω2
0 − ω2

m1

)
∑
m

(
µ3mµm1

ω0 − ωm1

) , (7.2)

where µmn and ωmn are the dipole matrix element and transition frequency, respec-

tively, between states m and n, and ω0 ' ω31/2 is the microwave-field frequency. The

coherence decay rate of ρ13 (γ13) may be written in terms of the decay rate of ρ33 (γ3)

using the relation 2γ13 = γ3 + Γ. Here, Γ is some dephasing rate, in which we include

Rydberg-Rydberg interactions, decay channels that do not re-populate state |1〉, and

effects due to the non-adiabatic turn-on of the interaction pulse. For a system where

Γ = 0, ∆31 → 0 as wL → γ3, the natural linewidth of the transition. However, be-

cause the field is not adiabatically turned on (a rectangular pulse of duration τ=40 µs

that reaches maximum amplitude in <50 ns), the experimental peak widths 2γ13 are

dominated by the Fourier transform of the pulse (γF=0.89/τ=22.3 kHz).

In order to obtain values for 2γ13 for each transition |1〉 → |3〉, we calculate the

weighted average of peak widths in the region within ±50% of γF (Figure 7.3b).

Our results are 2γ38g−40g = 29.3 ± 2.1 kHz, 2γ39g−41g = 29.2 ± 2.0 kHz, 2γ40g−42g =

27.4 ± 0.4 kHz, and 2γ41g−43g = 25.1 ± 1.3 kHz. These are generally slightly higher

than γF, but largely consistent with each other, indicating the presence of additional

sources of dephasing in the system.

For each transition, I use 2γ13 to plot ∆2
31 versus w2

L − 4γ2
13 (Figure 7.3c). The

linear relationship is consistent with the prediction of Equation 7.1. Moreover, the

cluster of data points near the origin indicates there is very low AC-Stark shift for
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peaks of width ≈ 2γ13. Indeed, for each transition, the peak width of the spectrum

averaged from the final data set is consistent with 2γ13, and so we take the AC-

Stark-shift value to be zero. The shift uncertainty (Table 7.1) is generated from the

weighted average of the center frequencies of the data points that contribute to 2γ13.
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Figure 7.4: Rydberg-Rydberg shift analysis for the 40g→42g transition.
This analysis is representative of the procedure used for all measured transitions.
Data points (black squares) represent measured peak locations versus average Ryd-
berg counts per detection cycle, detuned from the final measured value in Table 7.2.
Error bar (y), standard error of fit (Lorentzian model). Error bar (x), standard devi-
ation of counts. Insets, measured resonance peak (black squares) and Lorentzian fit
(red curve), detuned from final measured value in Table 7.2. The dashed red curve
indicates that a Lorentzian is not an ideal fit function for the asymmetric peak.

Finally, I have identified a maximum number of Rydberg atoms that may be

excited per detection cycle without inducing collisional shifts affecting the result,

thereby optimizing the signal/noise ratio while minimizing that source of uncertainty.

Figure 7.4 shows the measured peak position versus average total detected Rydberg

counts per cycle for the 40g → 42g transition. Although an increase in detected

Rydberg counts can improve the signal/noise ratio, Rydberg-Rydberg interactions can

cause a red shift of the detected transition frequency, as well as asymmetric broadening

(compare insets of Figure 7.4). The asymmetric lineshape observed at high Rydberg

counts (in the inset of Figure 7.4) can be attributed to an attractive van der Waals

interaction between Rydberg atoms. Although a Lorentzian is not an ideal choice as
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a fit function for these asymmetric shapes, it still provides an approximate value for

the peak shift/broadening as a function of detected Rydberg counts. Importantly, for

each transition, the peak position and width become approximately constant below

about ten detected Rydberg counts, and the final data sets are therefore limited to

this Rydberg-count region.

7.3 Results
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Figure 7.5: Quantum defect determination. (a) Determination of δ∗0. Black
circles, data. Error bars, error propagated from final frequency-interval results (see
Table 7.2). Red line, weighted linear fit to data. (b) Determination of δ0 and δ2. Black
circles, data. Error bars, error in final frequency-interval results (see Table 7.2). Red
line, nonlinear least-squares fit to data using model in Equation 7.3, initialized using
δ∗0 and δ∗2. See text for details.

The systematic corrections for each measured transition frequency are listed in

Table 7.1. The uncertainties have been reported to three significant digits, so as not
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Shift (Hz) 38g → 40g 39g → 41g 40g → 42g 41g → 43g
AC Stark 0± 978 0± 965 0± 161 0± 452
DC Stark (x) 10± 2460 0± 2550 3± 765 459± 924
DC Stark (y) 4± 1550 10± 1140 0± 1430 0± 1780
DC Stark (z) 100± 14000 13970± 4230 80± 4370 20± 4120
“Clock” 0± 11 0± 10 4780± 191 0± 9

Table 7.1: Summary of corrections to the measured ng-series transition-frequency
intervals. A bar over a zero digit indicates that the digit is significant. See text for
details.

to lose information in the calculations of the corrected transition frequencies (which

are rounded to two significant digits in Table 7.2).

For 39g→41g, there is a z-direction DC Stark shift of -14 kHz in the final averaged

data, which accounts for a small field adjustment that was made subsequent to field-

zeroing. This has been determined by comparing the final result with the result from

field-zeroing. All other final data sets are consistent with field-zeroing results.

To obtain a final δg value, I follow the procedure of Reference [65]. First, I calculate

an average quantum defect δ∗(n, n+2) for the pair of appropriate levels using

νn1,n2 = RRbc

(
1

(n1 − δ(n1))2
− 1

(n2 − δ(n2))2

)
, (7.3)

where νn1,n2 = ω31/(2π) and RRb is the Rydberg constant using the rubidium reduced

mass. Here, the substitution δ(n1) = δ(n2) = δ∗(n, n+2) is made. Table 7.2 lists

the final reported transition frequencies νn,n+2, including corrections from Table 7.1,

along with the corresponding values of δ∗(n, n+2).

Next, in Figure 7.5 I plot δ∗(n, n+2) versus n∗−2
A , where n∗A = n+1 − δG

0 . Here,

δG
0 is the previous value of δ0 determined by [19]. Extrapolating to n∗−2

A = 0, I obtain

δ∗0 = 0.0039978.

For each frequency interval, I use Equation 7.3 and substitute δ(n) = δ∗0 +

δ2/(n − δ∗0)
2 to solve for δ2. Averaging the four results yields a preliminary value

δ∗2 = −0.018741.
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Using δ∗0 and δ∗2 as initial values for the two free parameters δ0 and δ2, I perform

a nonlinear least-squares fit of Equation 7.3 to the transition-frequency values listed

in Table 7.2, where n is the independent variable (Figure 7.5). I use a Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm, weighting uncertainties σi as 1/σ2
i .

The final results for the ng-series quantum defects are δ0 = 0.0039977(26) and

δ2 = −0.0186(25). The uncertainties are the standard error of the fit. These results

are consistent with recent previous ng-series measurements [19], but at least one order

of magnitude more precise.

n Transition frequency (GHz) δ∗(n, n+2)
38 222.199268(14) 0.00397682(84)
39 205.9325407(52) 0.00397841(33)
40 191.2159230(47) 0.00397940(33)
41 177.8690737(46) 0.00398002(36)

Table 7.2: Summary of measurement results leading to the ng-series quantum-defect
measurement. See text for details.

Finally, I have explored how to use this precise ng-series energy-interval measure-

ments to extract a new estimate of the Rb+ polarizability, using the polarizability

model found in Reference [19] (and presented in Chapter I). Unlike Reference [19],

however, the measurements presented in this chapter are constrained to energy in-

tervals between the same l. Consequently, to extract αd and αq, I have adapted the

method of Reference [19] to interval measurements by writing

8πhε0
e2

a4
0

r4,D

(
ν(n, n+2)−RRbc

(
1

n2
− 1

(n+ 2)2

))
= αd + αq

r6,D

a2
0r4,D

. (7.4)

Here, ri,D = 〈1/ri〉n,l − 〈1/ri〉n+2,l. Using Equation 7.4 to analyze the energy-

interval measurements in Table 7.2, I have confirmed that the measurements presented

here do not rule out polarizability results consistent with Reference [19]. However, as
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can be seen by examining the 〈ri〉n,l functions in Reference [29], the variation in 〈ri〉n,l

has a much stronger l-dependence than n-dependence at the quantum numbers used

in this experiment, which cannot be compensated for by the strong n-dependence

exhibited in our data. Therefore, to reach a definitive improvement on αd and αq,

an improved measurement of the nh-series quantum defect is required as well. I

have demonstrated that the method presented in this chapter is suitable to improve

nh-series quantum defects, and thus Rb+ polarizability values, in near-future experi-

ments.

The uncertainty of the Rb+ polarizability value is one of the main uncertainty

sources anticipated in the planned Rydberg constant measurement, presented in the

next chapter. Therefore, extending the method I have described in this chapter to

measure the quantum defects of nh states will be an important contribution toward

that measurement.
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CHAPTER VIII

System Design for the Rydberg Constant

Measurement

In this chapter, I describe the design process for the cold-atom system for the

Rydberg constant measurement that I designed and led a team to build over the

course of three to four years, in parallel with the projects described in the preceding

sections. This project is ongoing. Here, I will outline my primary contributions to

the project and describe how these contributions help to lower the expected dominant

uncertainties of the resulting measurement. Our ultimate goal is to perform a mea-

surement that is competitive with the relative uncertainty of the currently accepted

value, δν/ν = 5.9 × 10−12 [22], as introduced in Chapter I. To reduce measurement

uncertainty to this level, the measurement may ultimately be performed in micro-

gravity, using the general procedure outlined here.

8.1 General procedure

Here, I outline the proposed method of the project. This is meant to be an

outline only; details will be provided in future papers and theses after the experiment

is performed. I utilize the precision-measurement concepts introduced in Chapter I

to generate a list of expected dominant uncertainties (those with relative uncertainty
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δν/ν > 10−12). These uncertainties motivate the final experimental design described

in the next section.

8.1.1 Proposed method

As described in Chapter I, this experiment must be designed to extract a value

of the Rydberg constant free from nuclear charge radius effects. For this reason, the

proposed method utilizes circular-state Rydberg atoms (|m| = n−1). These Rydberg

electronic states have a negligible probability of overlap with the nucleus and even

the ionic core.

The general method is to perform a high-precision measurement of an energy

interval between two well-defined atomic states with well-defined energy eigenvalues

and extract the Rydberg constant using the Rydberg formula (Equation 1.12). We

have chosen to probe the interval |n = 51, n1 = 0, n2 = 0, |m| = 50〉 → |n = 53, n1 =

1, n2 = 1, |m| = 50〉. These Stark states are expressed in parabolic coordinates (see

Chapter I). The justification for these specific states is provided in the next section.

Note that the initial state is a circular state.

In the experiment, we will begin with a sample of cooled and trapped ground-

state rubidium atoms in an optical lattice. To prepare a cold-atom sample in the

initial circular state of the Stark manifold, we optically excite to the Rydberg 51F

state, as described in Chapter II and shown in Figure 2.2, and initiate ponderomotive

trapping in the lattice. Following the procedure of Reference [66], we then use a

static magnetic field, a ramped DC electric field, and a linearly-polarized RF field to

circularize atoms with an anticipated ∼70% efficiency (as reported by [66]).

This circularization method is called the adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) method.

It uses a RF field (∼ 200 MHz) to couple the ladder of |m,n1 = 0〉 Stark states

from an optically-accessible low-m Stark state to a circular state, while applying

the electric field along the quantization axis to shift the levels into resonance and
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facilitate adiabatic population transfer. The desired transitions are a sequence of the

type |n, 0, n2,m〉 → |n, 0, n2−1,m+1〉, wherem = n−n2−1 and n2 = n−4, n−5, . . . , 0.

Typically, in order to attain efficient population transfer, a σ+-polarized RF field must

be used to couple the ∆m = +1 transitions. However, a σ+ RF field is difficult to

generate. The novel modification to the ARP method made in Reference [66] that I

have emulated in this design is the simultaneous application of a magnetic field along

the quantization axis. This magnetic field will separate otherwise-near-degenerate

magnetic sublevels. In that way, we may apply an experimentally-convenient linearly-

polarized RF field (perpendicular to the quantization axis), which is a superposition

of σ+ and σ− polarizations. The σ− component of the field will not drive unwanted,

parasitic ∆m = −1 transitions, because these will be sufficiently out of resonance. In

this way, we should attain efficient circularization using a linear RF field.

To maintain the atoms in well-defined Stark states, a DC electric field will be

applied during the measurement, along with a parallel, weak magnetic field. The

ponderomotive shift of the energy of each individual state due to the lattice must be

a perturbation on top of each of these energy shifts (see discussion in Chapter I).

To perform a precision measurement of the ∼ 94 GHz energy interval of the

|n = 51, n1 = 0, n2 = 0, |m| = 50〉 → |n = 53, n1 = 1, n2 = 1, |m| = 50〉 transition, we

will modulate the ponderomotive lattice at ∼ 19 GHz and use the fifth harmonic

to drive the transition. (See Chapter III for a description of the experiment I did

to demonstrate that this type of modulated-lattice spectroscopy is possible, and see

Chapter IV for a description of an experiment where I drove a transition with the fifth

harmonic of the lattice modulation.) We will use state-selective field ionization (SSFI)

to detect population in the excited state. During the measurement, the cold-atom

sample of circular-state Rydberg atoms will be held in the well-controlled environ-

ment detailed below, so that any systematics on the measurement can be accurately

evaluated.
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8.1.2 Dominant uncertainties

Statistical, instrumental, and systematic uncertainties play key roles in any preci-

sion measurement. Statistical uncertainty in the experimentally-measured frequency

will stem from the confidence level of the fit function that is used to determine the

center of the measured spectral line. This confidence level typically decreases as the

width of the spectral peak increases. Circular and near-circular states have long nat-

ural lifetimes τ on the order of tens of ms (τ ∝ n5). If we probe the transition for a

longer time than the natural lifetimes of both states, then the peak width νLW would

ideally be limited by the natural lifetimes to νLW = 2/(2πτ) ≈ a few Hz. (Here, the

factor of 2 in the numerator arises from adding the linewidth of the upper state to

the linewidth of the lower state).

However, in a realistic system, the peak width of a very narrow Rydberg-Rydberg

transition such as this will typically be broadened by two main considerations: (1)

Doppler broadening due to inhomogeneous velocity distributions in the atom sample

and (2) population redistribution due to blackbody radiation. I have addressed the

first consideration with my calculations in Chapter V, showing that Doppler broad-

ening is eliminated in even-parity transitions for atoms in a magic-condition lattice

(as is the case presented here). The second consideration is a specific concern of

Rydberg atoms and has been addressed in the experimental design, presented in Sub-

section 8.2.1. In that section, I estimate that a statistical uncertainty of ∼3× 10−12

is achievable.

The main source of instrumental uncertainty stems from the microwave generator

driving the lattice modulation, the internal crystal oscillator of which has a relative

uncertainty of 10−6. To solve this problem, I have purchased and installed a portable

atomic clock (SRS FS725) as an external time source for the generator. The clock

can be synchronized to an external GPS signal to attain a long-term accuracy of a

few parts in 10−12.
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Systematic shifts of the unperturbed transition frequency must also be carefully

considered. These shifts will all be calculated and applied as corrections to the

experimentally-measured frequency, and the uncertainties will be added in quadra-

ture. For example, in any precision frequency measurement with external, nonzero

electric and magnetic fields (as in this proposed experiment), first-order Stark and

Zeeman shifts would be expected to dominate the list of systematic shifts of the mea-

sured frequency from its unperturbed value. However, we have specifically chosen

the initial and final states of the transition such that first-order Stark and Zeeman

shifts are zero, along with their corresponding uncertainties (refer to Equation 1.8

and Equation 1.9). On the other hand, the second-order Stark shift on the measured

transition frequency is expected to be nonzero (∼−7 Hz), with a relative uncertainty

of δν/ν = 2×10−12. This uncertainty comes from assuming a 1% instrument stability

(i.e. voltage fluctuations).

Two other systematics are expected to have δν/ν > 10−12. The first is the un-

certainty due to the polarizability quantum defect, introduced in Chapter I and de-

scribed further in Chapter VII. The current value [19] yields a relative uncertainty of

3 × 10−12. In Chapter VII, I have described important groundwork that I have laid

toward obtaining a polarizability quantum defect measurement with a lower uncer-

tainty.

The second dominant uncertainty is the uncertainty on the differential shift due

to the ponderomotive lattice. We plan to apply a three-dimensional, two-color lattice

(one 1064 nm and two 532 nm) to confine the circular-state Rydberg atoms. We will

dynamically modulate only one lattice direction (the 1064 nm direction). Although

the lattice induces a shift on each individual level, it is possible to choose lattice pa-

rameters such that the differential shift of the measured transition frequency is zero

(a magic condition, as demonstrated in Chapter IV). However, intensity fluctuations

still introduce uncertainty on this zero shift. The δν/ν = 30 × 10−12 relative uncer-
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tainty listed in Table 8.1 stems from assuming a 1% intensity stability of the lattice

lasers, given a lattice depth on the order of tens of kHz.

As can be seen from the table, this light-shift uncertainty dominates all others.

If this relative uncertainty were lowered to be on the order of 1 × 10−12, then the

Rydberg constant measurement performed using the method outlined in this chap-

ter would have a relative uncertainty < 7 × 10−12. This uncertainty would firmly

enable us to identify any significant differences between our nuclear-charge-overlap-

free measurement and the currently-accepted value (which is not free from nuclear

charge overlap effects). Significant differences are expected to occur on the level of

five standard deviations, which is the difference predicted to be observed if the Ryd-

berg constant is the culprit in the proton radius puzzle. (This was discussed in detail

in Chapter I).

Lowering the light-shift uncertainty is therefore our motivation for proposing that

this experiment be performed in micro-gravity. In a micro-gravity environment, lat-

tice light would not need to be used (in part) to localize atoms for a long period of

time (∼ 10 ms) against gravitational acceleration. We would therefore be free to use

shallow lattices for the measurement (assuming the mean kinetic energy of the cold-

atom sample is correspondingly lowered such that a sufficient number of atoms are

still trapped). We estimate that lattice depths of a few hundred Hz (corresponding

to 10 nK-temperature atoms) would lower the light-shift uncertainty to the 1× 10−12

level.

Uncertainty source δν/ν (×10−12) Justification
Residual lattice shift 30 Assuming 1% light-intensity fluctuations
Dipolar polarizability 3 Using the results from [19]
Second-order Stark 2 Assuming 1% voltage-source stability
Statistical 3 Blackbody radiation at 4 K
Instrumental < 5 Using GPS-synchronized atomic clock

Table 8.1: Summary of dominant relative-uncertainty sources (δν/ν > 10−12) antici-
pated in the circular-state Rydberg constant measurement.
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8.2 Experimental design

As motivated by the preceding discussion, this ultra-high vacuum system must be

designed with sensitive control over DC electric fields, magnetic fields, RF fields, and

blackbody radiation. This section describes the design of the in-vacuum components

that provide this control.

8.2.1 Blackbody radiation shielding motivation

The light shift derived in Chapter I was for monochromatic light. A related con-

cept is the shift and, in the case of Rydberg atoms, population redistribution, due

to the spectrum of light from a blackbody at a temperature T . Rydberg atoms

and Rydberg-Rydberg transitions have strong resonances in the microwave regime.

Therefore, Rydberg atoms are especially sensitive to blackbody radiation, the distri-

bution of which peaks in the microwave regime at room temperature. For example,

the Planck radiation law for energy density ρ(ν) goes as [20]

ρ(ν) =
8πhν3

c3(ehν/kBT − 1)
, (8.1)

where ν is the radiation frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temper-

ature of the blackbody.

Homogeneous population redistribution involves blackbody-induced dipole tran-

sitions to nearby states, and includes photoionization (coupling to the continuum).

Altogether, these form a total blackbody decay rate of 1/τbb, which can increase the

linewidth of a measured spectral line. The linewidth of a transition between two

states with roughly the same decay rate goes as νLW ≈ 2/(2πτbb). (Once again, the

factor of 2 in the numerator arises from the addition of the decay rates of the upper

and lower transitions).

The full expression for 1/τbb can be found in References [20, 67]. Approximations
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to the expression depend on the ratio (hν)/(kBT ), where ν is the transition fre-

quency between dipole-coupled states. For example, an approximation that assumes

hν � kBT (typically valid for large n and T ≈ 300 K) sets the temperature-scaling

at 1/τbb ∝ T/n∗2, where n∗ is the principal quantum number including the quantum

defect. It can be seen that the decay rate (and thus the linewidth) in this approxi-

mation increases linearly with T . Therefore, we expect to utilize cryogenics (liquid

helium at a boiling point of 4 K) to lower the radiation temperature of the region

surrounding the atoms. At T = 4 K, a full calculation [68] of the decay rate predicts

1/τbb ∼ 100 Hz for circular-state Rydberg atoms at n ≈ 50, which translates to a

linewidth of νLW ≈ 30 Hz. Assuming we can determine the center of the spectral line

to within 1/100 of the linewidth (a standard assumption), the resulting statistical

relative uncertainty for the transition proposed in this chapter is estimated to be

∼3× 10−12. This uncertainty is already on the same order as the uncertainty of the

currently-accepted value of the Rydberg constant (and does not yet include contribu-

tions from instrumental and systematic uncertainties). Therefore, it is evident that

this experiment should be performed at a radiation temperature of no higher than

T ≈ 4 K in order to achieve adequate measurement uncertainties.

A secondary reason to perform the experiment at T = 4 K is to minimize the

possible level shifts due to the off-resonant portion of the blackbody spectrum. A

shift on level |n, l〉 is given by [20, 67]

Vbb =
e2

~
∑
n′,l′

∞∫
0

|〈n′l′|r|nl〉|2E2
ωb
ω(n, l;n′l′)

2(ω(n, l;n′l′)2 − ω2
b )

. (8.2)

Here, ω(n, l;n′l′) = 2πν(n, l;n′l′) is the angular transition frequency difference be-

tween a final state |n′, l′〉 and an initial state |n, l〉. The electric-field amplitude Eωb

is the amplitude of the radiation per spectral unit (i.e. in a bandwidth δωb around

ωb). This amplitude is dependent on the characteristic of the waves emitted from the
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blackbody source. For example, waves in the far field can be approximated by plane

waves, separated mathematically into an incoherent sum of monochromatic compo-

nents. Then, the energy density per spectral unit ρ(ν) from Equation 8.1 can be

equated to the time-averaged spectral density ε0|Eωb
|2/2 per spectral unit, yielding a

value for |Eωb
|2 to be used in Equation 8.2.

To calculate the effects of a potential blackbody shift on the measurement, I used

the numerical methods of Reference [67] to evaluate Equation 8.2 for our Rydberg

levels of interest. Using this code, it was shown that, because both levels have very

similar shifts, the total shift of the transition frequency at 4 K is fairly negligible at

<−100 mHz. This result removed an initial concern about the experiment (that the

measurement would be susceptible to a strong blackbody shift). Therefore, our main

motivation for performing the experiment at cryogenic temperatures is to decrease

line broadening.

8.2.2 Blackbody radiation shielding design

Because we need to perform the measurement at cryogenic temperatures, the ex-

periment takes place inside an ultra-high vacuum chamber mounted to the bottom

of a dual-envelope cryostat (Figures 8.1a and e). The cryostat controls the tempera-

ture of the in-vacuum enclosure inside which we produce a cold-atom sample, and it

thereby alters the blackbody spectrum in that region. The inner envelope of the cryo-

stat can hold liquid helium (LHe; T = 4 K) or liquid nitrogen (LN2; T = 77 K) and

is in thermal contact with an in-vacuum cold plate, onto which is mounted an elec-

trode package (next section), as well as a copper bucket that surrounds the aluminum

enclosure for additional shielding. The outer envelope of the cryostat is intended to

hold liquid nitrogen to prevent rapid boil-off of the liquid helium in the inner enve-

lope and is likewise in thermal contact with a second copper bucket that encompasses

the first. Around all of these is mounted a stainless steel vacuum chamber at room
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temperature. This nesting arrangement is displayed in Figure 8.1b.

I designed the electrode package, as well as the custom radiation shields and cus-

tom vacuum chamber. Important design considerations included preventing thermal

contact between shield layers and providing optical access while minimizing exposure

to room-temperature blackbody radiation. This was achieved by extending 2-cm-

long tubes from the 1-cm-diameter optical access ports in the aluminum enclosure

(Figure 8.1c), which decrease the solid angle of radiation admitted from outside the

enclosure to about six degrees per port.

It should be noted that there is an additional optical access port through the

center of the cryostat to the cold-atom region to provide optical access along the

vertical direction. I otherwise provided twelve access ports through the radiation

shields and vacuum chamber along the azimuthal direction at thirty-degree intervals,

requiring critical measurement and alignment, as well as consideration of any material

contraction due to cryogenic temperatures. Finally, I provided a second row of six

feedthrough ports on the vacuum chamber below the optical access ports for vacuum

pumps and electrical access.

8.2.3 In-vacuum electrode package

Similar to the design presented in Chapter VI, the ability to control electric fields

in three dimensions is critical in precision spectroscopy. Here I present my design for

the in-vacuum electrode package used for electric-field control and RF-field generation.

The geometry of this electrode package is somewhat less constrained than the

package I designed in Chapter VI. The primary constraint is the 6-inch (∼ 15-cm)

diameter of the in-vacuum cold plate, onto which is affixed the aluminum enclosure

of the electrode package. The copper plates of the electrode package are mounted

to the inside of the aluminum enclosure using vacuum-compatible ceramic hardware

for electrical insulation. The plates of the package need to permit adequate optical
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Figure 8.1: Rydberg constant measurement vacuum system design. (a)-
(d) AutoCAD designs for the vacuum system. (e)-(g) Photos of the finished system.
(a),(e) Assembled system, displaying glass MOT cell (bottom), custom vacuum cham-
ber (middle), and cryostat (top). (b) Top view of the vacuum chamber detached from
the cryostat. Green (blue) indicates the LN2 (LHe) radiation shield. Black indicates
the aluminum electrode enclosure, electrically isolated from the individual electrode
plates (orange). (c),(g) Elliptical in-vacuum magnetic coils mounted to the outside
of the aluminum enclosure. (d),(f) Copper electrodes, featuring separated plates for
simultaneous DC voltage and RF field application.

access to the cold-atom sample for cooling light, optical Rydberg-state preparation,

and the three-dimensional orthogonal lattice. The plates also require an aperture to

permit the passage of electrons from the probe region to the MCP for detection. Due

to orthogonality requirements of fields in the experiment, the MCP is mounted on a

thirty-degree angle with respect to a plate normal.

This electrode package was designed to introduce RF fields (100-MHz-range) to the

cold-atom sample in-vacuum, for use in the circularization process. Here, I followed

the design of Reference [66]. As shown in Figures 8.1d and f, two opposite-facing
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copper plates in the electrode package have been split into four segments along the

y-axis. The three upper segments are used for RF generation. Prior to entering the

vacuum chamber, the RF signal is split into four channels. Two of the channels are

phase-inverted. In this way, we can apply signals with like phase to opposite-facing

plate segments. This configuration is shown in Figure 8.2, which displays the results

of a finite-element analysis of the RF potential applied across the plate segments (at a

single time instance). This configuration produces a RF field linearly polarized along

the x-direction, which is perpendicular to the stabilizing electric and magnetic fields

(applied along z).

In addition to generating RF fields, a DC voltage can be independently applied

to each plate in the electrode package for electric-field zeroing (see Chapter II), cir-

cularization, and Rydberg-atom detection.

8.2.4 Magnetic-field control

The system presented here uses a two-stage cooling and trapping scheme, as in

the system presented in Chapter VI. A primary MOT is generated in a custom

glass spectroscopy cell, mounted below the vacuum chamber. Atoms are transversely

cooled and confined in a 2D+ MOT configuration [26] and directed upward via ra-

diation pressure into the spectroscopy region (∼ 25 cm away). In the spectroscopy

region, atoms are either trapped in a secondary MOT using in-vacuum magnetic coils

(done during the preliminary set-up) or else cooled into a (magnetic-gradient-free)

optical molasses and trapped via a ponderomotive lattice (done while performing the

precision measurement).

To draw as little power as possible while maintaining a 10-20 Gauss/cm field

gradient (when used in an anti-Helmholtz configuration), the magnetic coils were

mounted in-vacuum against the internal aluminum enclosure (Figures 8.1c and g).

Due to the geometry of the system, these coils were restricted to an elliptical shape,
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Figure 8.2: Simulations showing linearity of the RF field at the center of
the electrode package. The colored region displays RF potential. Left and right
boundaries (red, green, and blue rectangles) recreate electrode plate segments, set at
an instantaneous RF voltage. Other boundaries are set at 0 V (represented by green).
Red and blue represent voltages of equal magnitude but opposite phase. The overlaid
arrows display RF-field magnitude and direction vectors. The inset demonstrates
that the field is approximately linear (along the x-direction) within the center cm2 of
the enclosure, which encompasses the atom interaction region.

the details of which I determined using the procedure outlined in Chapter II. During

a measurement, the coils will be used in a Helmholtz-like configuration to generate

the necessary stabilization magnetic fields at the location of the atoms.
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CHAPTER IX

Future Directions

This Rydberg constant measurement experiment is ongoing. Future collabora-

tions may allow this design to be adapted for a micro-gravity-based cold-atom lab. A

micro-gravity environment would allow for less trap light to be used during the exper-

iment, a significant source of uncertainty in the anticipated measurement. Reducing

that uncertainty would allow us to perform a precision measurement of the Rydberg

constant that is competitive with the currently-accepted value but free from nuclear

charge overlap, a crucial distinction needed to help solve the proton radius puzzle.

Throughout this dissertation, I have described three major topics of study us-

ing precision spectroscopy of Rydberg-Rydberg transitions, which together lay the

groundwork for a future precision measurement of the Rydberg constant. Along the

way, I have attempted to push the boundaries of measurement science by both demon-

strating a novel atom-field interaction and improving upon a previous measurement

of an atomic characteristic.

One major discovery I have pioneered is the first-ever demonstration of driving

atomic transitions using an inelastic ponderomotive interaction (via an amplitude-

modulated lattice). High-precision spectroscopy using the ponderomotive interaction

promises at least two unique advantages over spectroscopy using the usual multipole-

field interaction: flexible transition rules and vastly improved spatial addressability
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of the quantum system. The selection rules for allowed transitions between electronic

or magnetic states in an atom or molecule are greatly relaxed for ponderomotive

spectroscopy, allowing unsurpassed access to previously forbidden transitions. Future

experiments could use this ability to measure frequencies of previously inaccessible

transitions, making it possible to characterize atoms and molecules more thoroughly

than ever before, as well as investigate fundamental physics.

Another distinctive feature of ponderomotive spectroscopy is that its spatial res-

olution is orders of magnitude better than the transition frequency would suggest,

promising single-site addressability in a dense particle array. This single-site address-

ability could be used to streamline certain quantum computing schemes.

In addition to these advantages, the ponderomotive interaction can also be used to

simultaneously trap and probe atoms, leading to Fourier-limited spectral lines and the

existence of magic-lattice conditions. These features will be especially important in

utilizing ponderomotive spectroscopy for the planned Rydberg constant measurement.

Another achievement I have demonstrated has been to increase the known preci-

sion of a high-angular-momentum quantum defect of Rb by one order of magnitude.

I have established a microwave-spectroscopy technique that may be replicated in

future experiments to precisely measure the quantum defects of other high-angular-

momentum states of Rb, thereby extracting an improved value of the Rb core polariz-

ability. The Rb core polarizability is one leading uncertainty in the Rydberg constant

measurement, thereby meriting further study.

Finally, I have made key design contributions to a future precision measurement

of the Rydberg constant. This measurement has been planned with the goal of

contributing toward the solution of the proton radius puzzle by performing a high-

precision measurement of the Rydberg constant independent of effects due to nuclear

charge overlap. One future direction would be to perform the measurement in a

micro-gravity environment, thereby reducing the uncertainty contribution in that
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measurement due to lattice-light fluctuations.

With these future possibilities, I anticipate that the work reported in this disser-

tation will be used as a stepping stone for further developments in precision spec-

troscopy.
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APPENDIX A

Rabi frequency due to the ponderomotive

interaction

In this Appendix, I derive an expression for the Rabi frequency as a consequence of

the inelastic ponderomotive atom-field interaction (“ponderomotive spectroscopy”).

I use experimental parameters and related variables adopted from Chapter III. It is

assumed that the reader has read the experimental set-up described in that chapter.

A.1 Amplitude modulation

In this section, I outline the derivation leading to a mathematical description of the

dynamic amplitude-modulation of the ponderomotive optical lattice. The standing-

wave lattice is a coherent sum of the optical fields of a time-dependent (dynamically

amplitude-modulated) component and a fixed (unmodulated) component. First, I

derive an intensity expression for the time-dependent component at the location of

the atoms. Next, I write an intensity expression for the fixed component. Finally,

I write the total intensity at the location of the atoms as a coherent sum of the

two components, demonstrating a desirable parametric amplification of the time-

dependent component.
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A.1.1 Intensity contribution of the time-dependent (amplitude-modulated)

component of the standing wave

The power of the 1064-nm laser beam transmitted through the fiber electro-optic

modulator is

PT = Pdyn sin2

(
π

2

Vtotal

Vπ

)
, (A.1)

where Pdyn is the maximum possible output of the fiber modulator, and Vπ is the

voltage difference between adjacent power transmission maxima and minima (a fixed

property of the fiber modulator). Vtotal, the total voltage applied to the fiber modu-

lator, is

Vtotal = VDC (t) + Vµ sin (Ωt) + Vdrift (t) . (A.2)

Here, VDC (t) is the applied DC bias voltage, and Vµ is the amplitude of a microwave

voltage signal with frequency Ω. Bias drifts due to thermal and environmental effects

are accounted for via a slowly-varying effective drift voltage Vdrift (t).

Experimentally, VDC (t) is actively regulated such that VDC (t) + Vdrift (t) is locked

to the inflection point Vπ/2 of the transmission curve given by Equation A.1. With

the fiber modulator locked, the laser power transmission curve is

PT = Pdyn

(
1

2
+

1

2
sin

(
πVµ

Vπ

sin (Ωt)

))
. (A.3)

Experiments using the fundamental frequency Ω of the modulation are performed at

Vµ = Vπ/2 (see Chapter III). This value of Vµ, as set at the microwave synthesizer, is

dependent on the gain of the amplifier between the synthesizer and fiber modulator

and is also slightly frequency-dependent. Therefore, Vµ is set experimentally using the

procedure explained fully in Reference [69]. Experiments utilizing harmonics of the
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fundamental modulation frequency are performed in Chapter IV using Vµ > Vπ/2,

such that the nonlinearity of the fiber-modulator transmission function is engaged

to produce odd harmonics in the modulation. Optimal values of Vµ for select odd

harmonics are listed in Chapter IV. In principle, even harmonics in the modulation

may also be produced if the lock point of VDC (t) + Vdrift (t) is set to a maximum or

minimum of the fiber-modulator transmission curve rather than the inflection point.

At the location of the atoms, the intensity is determined by the incident (1/e2)

radial beam waist winc = 11 µm and the incident beam power, which is measured (in

the absence of modulation) to be P0 dyn =5-10 mW. (This value is much less than Pdyn

in Equation A.1 due to inefficiencies in the intervening optical system.) Therefore,

the maximum intensity of the dynamically amplitude-modulated running-wave beam

incident at the location of the atoms is

I0
dyn
inc =

2 P0 dyn

πw2
inc

. (A.4)

The time-dependence of this beam, determined using Equation A.3 and Equation A.4,

is expressed by

Idyn
rw = I0

dyn
inc

(
1

2
+

∞∑
q=1,3,5...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

)
. (A.5)

Here, the sum over q has arisen from expanding Equation A.3 using the Jacobi-Anger

relation. Throughout the dissertation, q represents a harmonic order in the lattice

modulation.

This incident beam is retro-reflected to form an amplitude-modulated, standing-

wave optical lattice. The power transmission efficiency of the optics in the lattice

return beam path has been determined to be 56%. Optical aberrations and a dis-

placement of the retro-reflector position from the optical axis have been estimated

to yield an effective return beam waist radius of wret = 37 µm. Therefore, the ratio
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of the return intensity to the incident intensity on the optical axis is ε = 9%. After

adding the fields of the incident and return beams coherently, the intensity of the

dynamically amplitude-modulated standing-wave beam is

Imod
sw = I0

dyn
inc

(
1

2
+

∞∑
q=1,3,5...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

)

×
(
1 + ε+ 2

√
ε cos (2kz)

)
, (A.6)

where k is the optical wavenumber k = 2π/λ.

A.1.2 Intensity contribution of the fixed (unmodulated) portion of the

standing wave

Similar to Equation A.4, the intensity of the fixed (unmodulated) running-wave

beam at the location of the atoms is

I0
fixed
inc =

2 P0 fixed

πw2
inc

, (A.7)

where beam power P0 fixed is measured to be 900 mW. When retro-reflected, this beam

forms a standing wave. The corresponding expression is

Ifixed
sw = I0

fixed
inc

(
1 + ε+ 2

√
ε cos (2kz)

)
. (A.8)

A.1.3 Total standing-wave intensity

The fields of the fixed and time-dependent standing waves are summed coherently

to yield an intensity,
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Idyn+fixed
sw =

[
I0

dyn
inc

(
1

2
+

∞∑
q=1,3,5...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

)

+ 2

√√√√I0
dyn
inc I0

fixed
inc

(
1

2
+

∞∑
q=1,3,5...

Jq

(
πVµ

Vπ

)
sin (qΩt)

)

+ I0
fixed
inc

]
×
(
1 + ε+ 2

√
ε cos (2kz)

)
. (A.9)

This expression for the total, time-dependent standing-wave intensity at the location

of the atoms includes odd harmonics of the microwave frequency Ω.

A.2 Rabi frequency in the ponderomotive interaction

For simplicity, I consider a two-level atomic system that has a transition resonant

with the fundamental modulation frequency Ω (q = 1) and that is insensitive to

higher harmonics. As explained in Chapter III, the light intensity must also be

spatially-varying within the volume of the atom to couple Rydberg states. After a

spectral analysis of Equation A.9 to separate different frequency components, the q=1

spatially-varying, time-dependent component of the total standing-wave intensity is

IΩ
dyn+fixed
sw ≈ 2

√
ε I0

dyn
inc J1

(
πVµ

Vπ

)(
1 +

√
2 I0

fixed
inc

I0
dyn
inc

)
sin (Ωt) cos (2kz)

=: BΩ sin (Ωt) cos (2kz) . (A.10)

This component of the intensity leads to the |A|2 term in the atom-field interaction

Hamiltonian that is important in lattice modulation spectroscopy,

A2
Ω (z, t) =

IΩ
dyn+fixed
sw

cε0ω2
=

BΩ

cε0ω2
sin (Ωt) cos (2kz) . (A.11)
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In the atom-field interaction Hamiltonian, the corresponding term is

VΩ =
e2BΩ

2mecε0ω2
sin (Ωt) cos (2kz) . (A.12)

Following Reference [43], VΩ is the driving term in the interaction potential, and the

corresponding Rabi frequency for an atomic transition is therefore given by

χ ≈
√
ε

e2

~mecε0ω2
I0

dyn
inc J1

(
πVµ

Vπ

)(
1 +

√
2 I0

fixed
inc

I0
dyn
inc

)
Dn′,l′,m′

n,l,m (z̃). (A.13)

Here, Dn′,l′,m′

n,l,m (z̃) is the (unitless) transition matrix element between electronic states

|n, l,m〉 → |n′, l′,m′〉 that are resonantly coupled by frequency Ω. For atoms located

at lattice intensity minima (or maxima), this matrix element includes a cos (2kz̃)

dependence, where z̃ is the center-of-mass position of the Rydberg atom relative to

the nearest optical-lattice intensity maximum. In this case, the spatial coupling has a

leading term proportional to z̃2. This spatial coupling yields a large matrix element for

∆l = 0, 2 transitions in first order (in the interaction). For example, in the experiment

presented in Chapter III, the interrogated transition |58S1/2〉 → |59S1/2〉 is normally

dipole-forbidden. Numerical, first-order calculations [43] show D59S
58S = 0.215 at lattice

minima. Using the experimental parameters given in the above sections, we find a

Rabi-frequency estimate of 2π × 100 kHz and a population inversion time of 5 µs.

Notice that in the above derivation, ε is a factor used to account for inefficiencies

in the lattice optics system. Likewise, the parametric amplification due to I0
fixed
inc in

not an intrinsic requirement of this atom-field interaction. Therefore, when modeling

the dynamics of this interaction (as in Chapter V), it is suitable to set ε = 1 and

I0
fixed
inc = 0.
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APPENDIX B

Magic conditions in ponderomotive spectroscopy

In this Appendix, I derive expressions for the state-dependent, ponderomotive-

induced light shift on Rydberg-Rydberg transitions driven via ponderomotive spec-

troscopy. This concept is specifically important in identifying magic-wavelength con-

ditions, as in Chapter IV, and is generally important in using ponderomotive spec-

troscopy for precision-measurement applications.

B.1 Lattice light shifts of Rydberg-Rydberg transitions

As introduced in Chapter I, the light shift (potential) for a Rydberg atom in an

optical lattice is determined by a weighted average of the free-electron ponderomotive

potential with respect to the Rydberg-electron wavefunction density. For an ideal

one-dimensional lattice aligned along the z-direction, the lattice-induced shift of an

unperturbed energy level En,l of a non-degenerate low-angular-momentum Rydberg

atom with quantum numbers n, l, and m is given by [43]

Vn,l,m(z̃)− En,l =
e2|E0|2

4meω2
L

∞∑
p=0

Cp(r
p
e)

n,l
n,l(cosp θe)

l,m
l,m, (B.1)

where
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Figure B.1: Rydberg energy-level shifts in a ponderomotive optical lattice
versus principal quantum number n. Plotted for S-state Rydberg atoms trapped
at 1064-nm lattice intensity minima. Units, free-electron ponderomotive potential Vp.
Notice flips in polarizability at n ∼ 65, n ∼ 74, etc. The arrow indicates an example
of a magic-wavelength transition.

Cp =
(2k)p

p!

 (−1)p/2 cos(2kz̃) + δp,0 p even

(−1)(p+1)/2 sin(2kz̃) p odd
. (B.2)

Here, E0 is the peak electric-field amplitude within the optical standing wave, k =

ωL/c is the wavenumber of the 1064-nm beam, z̃ is the center-of-mass z-coordinate

of the Rydberg atom (origin coincident with a lattice intensity maximum), and re

and θe are the radial and polar relative coordinates, respectively, of the Rydberg

electron (with respect to the atomic core). The energy shift of Equation B.1 is

plotted in Figure B.1, which demonstrates the state-dependence of the lattice-shifted

energy levels in units of the free-electron ponderomotive potential Vp = e2|E0|2
4meω2

L
(see

Chapter I).

A Rydberg-Rydberg transition |n, l,m〉 → |n′, l′,m′〉 has an unperturbed transi-

tion energy En′,l′ −En,l. This transition energy has a perturbation due to the lattice,
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∆V (z̃), given by

∆V (z̃) =
e2|E0|2

4meω2
L

∞∑
p=0

Cp(z̃)[(r
p
e)

n′,l′

n′,l′(cosp θe)
l′,m′

l′,m′ − (rp
e)

n,l
n,l(cosp θe)

l,m
l,m]. (B.3)

In the work presented in this dissertation, m = m′. Additionally, it can be seen

that for odd p, the matrix elements vanish due to parity restrictions. For the special

case of p = 0, the matrix elements are unity for either state and cancel regardless

of location within the lattice. (The effect of the Rydberg angular wavefunction in a

ponderomotive optical lattice has been investigated in Reference [40]).

For the transitions driven in the experiments in Chapter III and Chapter IV,

l = l′ = 0. Upon simplifying ∆V (z̃) and reorganizing terms, the role of the ratio

of the radial electron coordinate re to the lattice light wavelength λ in the overall

state-dependence of the transition-energy shift becomes evident:

∆V (z̃) =
e2|E0|2

4meω2
L

cos(2kz̃)
∞∑

p=2,4...

(4π)p(−1)p/2

p!
(cosp θe)

l,m
l,m

[ ((re

λ

)p)n′,l

n′,l
−
((re

λ

)p)n,l

n,l

]
.

(B.4)

The light intensity maxima [minima] are located at z̃ = mλ/2 [z̃ = (2m+ 1)λ/4],

where m is an integer. When these values are inserted into Equation B.4, it can be

seen that the shifts of the Rydberg-Rydberg transition energy for atoms located at

lattice intensity maxima or minima are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

For Rydberg atoms considerably smaller than the lattice period, the p=2 term

dominates the series. In that case, trapping potential minima [maxima] are co-located

with light intensity minima [maxima]. Furthermore, it can be seen in Equation B.4

that the terms under the sum have alternating signs. The resultant partial cancella-

tions lead to shallower potentials as re → λ. This case is represented in Figure B.2,
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Figure B.2: Potential landscape of Rydberg levels in a ponderomotive opti-
cal lattice versus Rydberg atom position z̃. The lattice electric field amplitude
has a maximum at z̃ = 0. For re < λ and n′ > n, the dashed curve indicates
the lower-level Rydberg state and the solid curve indicates the upper-level state. A
Rydberg-Rydberg transition between the two states at a lattice potential minimum
is blue-shifted relative to the unperturbed value. A transition at a lattice potential
maximum is red-shifted. As derived in the text, these shifts are equal in magnitude.

where the upper-state Rydberg level n′ has a shallower potential than the lower-state

Rydberg level n. The lattice-induced shifts in the Rydberg-Rydberg transition, in-

dicated by arrows in the figure, are positive (blue-shifted) at the trapping potential

minima and negative (red-shifted) at the trapping potential maxima.

For re/λ ≈ 1 it can be further shown that the aforementioned cancellation of terms

in Equation B.4 becomes near-perfect, leading to very shallow lattice potentials with

spatial modulation depths that are . 2% of the free-electron ponderomotive potential

(see inset in Figure B.1). For experiments with λ = 1064 nm, this occurs for principal

quantum numbers near n ≈ 70. Incidentally, this is also the principal quantum

number range conducive to magic-lattice spectroscopy, i.e. where nearby levels have

the same ponderomotive shift.
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